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[The people] think that the administrators, hidden under a false mask of 
patriotism and playing with the health of the people, are looking to get 
rich by intentionally buying contaminated flour that they’ll charge at the 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As official totems of approval proliferated, so did concerns that they could be 
misused or misappropriated. The!Section!de!Fidélité!reported!an!individual!receiving!by!deceit!a!medal!for!taking!part!in!the!storming!of!the!Tuileries!of!10!August!–acquiring!the!prestigious!reputation!of!a!true!patriot!without!having!earned!it!was!described!as!‘un!véritable!escroquerie’,95!as!serious!as!impersonation!and!fraud.!Indeed,!to!possess!such!an!item!without!the!right!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92!Among!the!many!reports!relating!to!this!are!the!following:!APP!Section!de!Roule,!6!septembre,!1792.!‘Arrestation!d’un!particulier!qui!a!cherché!à!faire!signer!un!certificat!par!plusieurs!personnes.’!Ibid.,!15!mars,!1793.!‘Procès>verbal!contre!un!particulier!qui,!pour!obtenir!un!passeport,!a!déclaré!une!qualité!autre!que!la!sienne.’!Ibid.,!26!mars,!1793.!‘Plainte!d’une!citoyenne!contre!une!femme!qui!prend!le!nom!qui!appartient!à!la!plaignante.’!APP!Section!d’Arcis,!19!janvier,!1793.!‘Arrestation!d’un!individu!ayant!cherché!à!s’enrôler!au!moyen!d’un!certificat!reconnu!faux.’!APP!Section!de!l’Arsenal,!4!pluviôse,!an!II.!‘Déclaration!concernant!une!femme!qui,!pour!obtenir!les!secours,!produit!des!actes!falsifiées.’!APP!Section!de!la!place!Vendôme,!21!germinal,!an!II.!‘Arrestation!d’un!particulier!qui!porte!un!nom!autre!que!le!sien.’!!!93!Caron,!Paris&Pendant&la&Terreur,!vol!I.,!p.!58.!‘Rapport!de!Beraud.!10!septembre,!1793.’!!94!APP!Section!de!Butte!des!Moulins,!18!ventôse,!an!II.!!!95!APP!Section!de!Fidélité,!12!août,!1793.!!
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to!do!so!was!to!impersonate!the!brave&sansQculotte!and!reflected!the!wider!concern!that!the!appearances!could!be!deceptive,!that!the!symbols!of!Republicanism!–!so!successful!at!signalling!one’s!political!allegiance!–!could!be!appropriated!by!anyone.!The!designer!of!an!official!seal!was!singled!out!for!praise!for!making!it!so!difficult!to!counterfeit,!while!the!loss!of!the!seal!of!the!Section!de!Tuileries!was!a!cause!of!consternation!and!calls!for!tighter!control.96!!For!many,!however,!the!introduction!of!certificates!and!official!documentation!was!a!hindrance,!permitting!bureaucrats!or!illiterate!guards!to!indulge!in!petty!power!play!or!extravagant!shows!of!patriotic!fervour.97!Honoré!Riouffe,!imprisoned!in!1793,!described!the!almost!parodic!sans>culotte!encountered!in!prison,!amply!whiskered!and!bristling!with!weapons,!reciting!the!slogans!of!the!Mountain!like!a!litany,!and!doubtless!certified,!documented!and!officially!stamped:!‘Je!parie!aussi!qu’il!était!fort!en!règle!du!côté!des!cartes!civiques!et!des!certificats.’98!!!But!what!was!most!troubling!of!all,!even!more!than!the!idea!that!individuals!were!succeeding!in!obtaining!certification!and!authorisation!to!which!they!were!not!entitled,!was!doubts!concerning!the!legitimacy!of!those!issuing!the!certificates.!A!rumour!overhead!by!an!observateur!in!the!former!Tuileries!gardens!(renamed!the!Jardin!national)!in!March!1794,!just!two!days!before!the!execution!of!the!Hébertistes,!revealed!an!anxiety!about!the!legitimacy!of!the!certificates!that!had!already!been!issued!(itself!an!extension!of!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!96!APP!Section!des!Tuileries,!11!vendémiaire,!an!III.!‘Procès!verbal!relatif!à!la!perte!du!Cachet!du!Comité!révolutionnaire!de!la!section’!!!97!The!Nouveau&Dictionnaire&français!observed!that!the!introduction!of!passports!put!honest!citizens!at!the!mercy!of!soldiers!‘qui!savent!à!peine!lire.’!Nouveau&Dictionnaire&français,!‘passeports’.!French!Revolution!Collection,!J.B.!Morrell!Library,!University!of!York,!microfiche!7/227.!!98!Honoré!Riouffe,!Mémoires&d’un&détenu&par&Riouffe!(Bibliothèque!chrétienne!et!morale:!Limoges,!1871),!p.!33.!‘[I]l!avait!à!la!bouche!certains!mots!de!Montagne,!de!sans>culottes,!de!jacobins,!comme!un!bedeau!de!paroisse,!celui!des!luthériens,!du!pape!et!de!l’assemblée!des!fidèles.!Voilà,!je!crois,!tout!ce!qu’il!avait!de!la!révolution:!au!reste,!il!était!costumé!convenablement,!les!moustaches,!le!large!sabre,!les!pistolets!à!la!ceinture’.!!!!
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suspicions!about!the!legitimacy!and!motives!of!the!Hébertistes).!The!elaborate!system!of!documents!and!certificates,!developed!as!a!means!to!prevent!fraud,!were!now!seen!as!nothing!more!than!a!ruse!to!place!counter>revolutionaries!(‘les!chevaliers!de!poignard’)!at!the!heart!of!government.!Three>quarters!of!the!certificates!issued!should!be!rendered!void,!the!gossip!went;!les!intrigants!were!able!to!obtain!them!at!the!expense!of!the!true!patriots,!who!were!left!without:!! [A]!group!of!people!in!the!Jardin!national!said![that]...!Chaumette,!who!was!no!doubt!involved!in!the!conspiracy,!often!issued!new!ones,!or!changed!their!appearance,!in!order!to!disrupt!the!administration,!all!the!better!to!place!new!chevaliers&de&poignard!within!it.!It!is!essential!then,!that!the!Convention!establishes!a!new!way!to!distribute!these!certificates,!rather!than!entrust!such!an!important!job!to!the!Commune,!which!the!public!now!sees!as!corrupt.!Because!who!do!you!see!in!the!all!the!government!offices?!Partisans!of!!Hébert!...99!!While!all!this!certification!and!documenting!might!be!seen!as!a!means!of!formalising!what!had!previously!been!a!fluid!and!unregulated!method!of!vouching,!replacing!the!cronyism!and!patronage!of!the!Old!Regime!with!an!ostensibly!fair!and!transparent!method!of!identifying!and!authenticating!the!true!patriot,!the!reality!was!that!these!certificates!were!as!affected!by!the!existing!framework!of!familial!and!neighbourhood!loyalties,!emotional!ties,!social!conflicts,!animosities!and!rivalries!as!the!informal!system!of!vouching!that!operated!prior!to!their!introduction.!Antisocial!behaviour,!whether!outright!criminal,!or!merely!unpleasant,!was!now!inextricably!linked!with!civic!duty!and!proof!of!patriotism;!one’s!personal!reputation,!therefore,!was!now!of!political!importance.!And!yet!official!legitimacy!was!no!protection!against!the!power!of!rumour.!Nowhere!is!this!more!amply!illustrated!than!by!the!manner!in!which!denunciations!were!submitted,!verified!and!enacted!upon,!as!will!be!seen!in!the!next!chapter.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!99!Caron,!Paris&Pendant&la&Terreur,!vol.!VI.,!p!21.!‘Rapport!de!Beraud.!2!germinal,!an!II.’!!!
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Chapter*VI*
*
Rumour,*Denunciation*and*Terror*!Although!the!documents,!stamps,!seals!and!certificates!proving!one’s!commitment!to!the!Revolution!may!have!appeared!to!replace!the!more!informal,!ad!hoc!arrangement!of!personal!attestation!and!vouching,!when!denunciation!become!a!public!duty,!no!certificate!or!official!stamp!was!able!to!stand!up!to!the!power!of!rumour.!A!government!that!had!attempted!to!quantify,!catalogue!and!authenticate!patriotic!duty!and!by!extension!the!private!morality!of!its!citizens!–!in!effect,!to!introduce!a!rational!system!of!measurement!of!individual!character!–!was!now!prepared!to!criminalise!its!people!based!on!the!merest!innuendo!or!unsubstantiated!rumour.!How!was!it!that!rumour!–!arguably!the!opposite!of!Enlightened,!rational!thought!–!should!replace!empirical!evidence!when!it!came!to!establishing!guilt?!This!chapter!will!argue!that!the!culture!of!denunciation!encouraged!by!Jacobin!discourse!created!an!atmosphere!in!which!politically!virtuous!behaviour!was!so!rigidly!and!narrowly!defined!that,!ultimately,!individuality!itself!became!suspect.!This!was!combined!with!the!endlessly!mutable!and!elastic!definition!of!‘suspect’!in!the!law!of!September!17,!along!with!a!veritable!cult!of!transparency!and!continuous!demands!to!observe,!spy!on!and!denounce!one’s!fellow!and,!in!such!an!environment,!as!will!be!argued!below,!concrete!evidence!became!secondary!to!the!court!of!public!opinion!and!‘on!dit’.!!Denunciation,!hated!under!the!Old!Regime!and!allied!to!the!system!of!police!informers!and!lettres&de&cachets,1!had!been!obligatory!since!the!decree!of!16!September!1791;!by!year!II!it!had!been!elevated!to!a!demonstration!of!political!virtue!–!‘far!from!being!a!moral!crime![denunciation]!is!a!virtue!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!Arlette!Farge!and!Michel!Foucault,!La&désordre&des&familles.&Lettres&de&cachet&des&Archives&de&
la&Bastille&au&XVIIIème&siècle!(Paris:!Gallimard,!1982)!describe!how!the!system!of!lettres&de&
cachets!allowed!families!to!have!recalcitrant!or!wayward!members!arrested!and!imprisoned!in!order!to!save!the!family’s!honour.!Such!‘evidence’!was!submitted!secretly,!with!the!accused!not!able!to!defend!themselves,!nor!able!to!know!the!nature!of!their!crimes.!!
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a!duty’.2!Spying,!previously!the!preserve!of!les&mouches,!was!now!recast!as!‘vigilance’!and!lively!speeches!in!sections!described!how!silence!was!itself!suspect,!while!denunciation!should!be!actively!rewarded.3!The!new!virtuous!light!cast!on!the!practice!of!denouncing!one’s!fellows!was!enshrined!in!law,!but!had!been!encouraged!by!the!radical!press,!whose!commitment!to!the!promotion!of!denunciation!went!hand!in!hand!with!an!enthusiasm!for!individual!surveillance.!The!character!of!the!Père!Duchesne!frequently!shared!with!his!readers!conversations!he!happened!to!overhear!while!going!about!his!Republican!business,4!while!Marat’s!thundering!exhortations!to!spy!and!denounce!were!a!regular!feature!of!his!journal.!Publications!with!titles!such!as!L’écouteur&aux&portes!or!Le&dénonciateur&publique5!reinforced!the!impression!that!listening,!observing!and!denouncing!were!not!only!civic!duties,!they!were!positively!banal.!A!recent!study!of!eavesdropping!argues!that!during!the!early!modern!period,!although!active!spying!was!frowned!upon!and!would!earn!the!witness!the!reputation!as!a!sneak!or!peeping!Tom,!information!overheard!by!accident!was!admissible!in!court!and!did!not!carry!any!negative!connotations.6!Indeed,!as!has!been!argued!in!Chapter!IV,!physical!privacy!was!rare!in!well>populated!urban!areas!and!thus!overhearing!and!being!overheard!was!a!common!occurrence.!(This!seems!to!be!reinforced!by!the!frequency!with!which!it!appears!as!a!plot!device!in!fiction,!with!a!distinction!again!made!between!accidently!overhearing!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Etienne!Barry,!‘Essai!sur!la!dénonciation!politique’,!cited!in!Albert!Soboul,!The&Parisian&
SansQCulottes&and&the&French&Revolution&1793–4!(Oxford:!Oxford!University!Press,!1964),&p.!143.&!3!Ibid.!!!4!The!Père!Duchesne’s!fictional!occupation!as!a!stove!maker!gave!him!access!to!homes!at!all!levels!of!society,!hence!being!able!to!‘overhear’!the!perfidy!of,!for!example,!Marie>Antoinette!Madame!Roland!or!Brissot.!!5!In!his!analysis!of!the!role!of!the!press!in!‘normalising’!the!act!of!surveillance!and!denunciation,!Antoine!de!Baecque,!Le&corps&de&l'histoire:&métaphores&et&politiques&(1770Q
1800)!(Paris:!Calman>Lévy,!1993),!p.!268!cites!titles!such!as!l’Observateur,!l’Observateur&
français,&Le&Spectateur!and&le&Club&des&Observateurs.!!!6!John!L.!Locke.!Eavesdropping:&An&Intimate&History!(Oxford:!Oxford!University!Press,!2010).!!
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actively!spying.!The!latter!often!occurs!in!a!salacious!context,!as!in!the!many!anti>aristocratic!libelles.7)!!While!the!denizens!of!popular!Paris!lived!daily!with!a!very!real!lack!of!privacy!due!to!enforced!physical!proximity!and!the!structure!of!the!urban!landscape,!Jacobin!rhetoric!encouraged!a!suspicion!of!privacy!and!of!separateness,!which!ultimately!extended!beyond!the!physical!body!to!one’s!private!thoughts.8!As!Lucien!Jaume!argues,!the!idealised!figure!of!the!bon&
sansQculotte&represented!an!archetype!of!Republican!behaviour!that!did!not!allow!for!any!nuances!of!personality;!during!the!Terror!individuality!itself!became!suspect.9&Colin!Lucas’s!analysis!of!denunciation!in!the!provinces!identifies!a!pattern!of!blaming!stock!‘types’!–!representing!the!clergy!or!the!nobility!–!who!were!seldom!present!to!answer!the!charges,!which,!in!any!case!rarely!contained!concrete!evidence.10!If!the!sans>culotte!was!defined!and!recognized!by!an!inflexible!series!of!characteristics,!so!the!‘suspect’,!too,!could!be!so!recognized.!Ease!of!recognition!features,!too,!in!several!other!studies!of!denunciation,!which!looks!particularly!at!the!importance!of!physical!appearance!in!identifying!suspects,!with!corpulence!and!cleanliness!the!mark!of!the!muscadin,!while!lean!and!hungry!squalor!marks!out!the!true!patriot.11!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7!Ibid.,!and!also,!for!example,!William!H.!Trapnell,!Eavesdropping&in&Marivaux!(Genève:!Droz,!1987);!Patricia!Myer!Spacks,!Gossip!(New!York:!Alfred!A.!Knopf,!1985).!!8!On!the!importance!of!fraternité!and!the!solidarity!of!the!group!over!the!individual!Lucien!Jaume!refers!to!Albert!Soboul’s!citation!of!a!section!report!describing!‘Le!patriote!ne!garde!rien!de!personnel!pour!lui.!Il!rapporte!tout!à!la!masse!commune:!ses!jouissances,!ses!sentiments!douloureux!;!il!épanche!tout!aux!seins!de!ses!frères.’!Lucien!Jaume,!‘La!Dénonciation,!poursuite!de!l’individu!dans!sa!différence’!in!Le&Discours&jacobin&et&la&
démocratie&(Paris:!Fayard,!1989),!p.!206.!!9!Ibid.!!!10!Colin!Lucas,!‘The!Theory!and!Practice!of!Denunciation!in!the!French!Revolution’,!Journal&of&
Modern&History,!vol.!68,!no.!4,!Practices!of!Denunciation!in!Modern!European!History,!1789>1989!(1996),!p.!781.!!11!For!example,!Antoine!de!Baecque,&‘Le!Grand!Spectacle!de!la!Transparence’&in!Le&corps&de&
l'histoire&(pp.!275–302)!or!Michael!Sonenscher,!‘Artisans,!sansQculottes!and!the!French!Revolution’!in!Reshaping&France:&Town,&Country&and&Region&during&the&French&Revolution,&ed.!Alan!Forrest!and!Peter!Jones!(Manchester:!Manchester!University!Press,!1991).!Explicit!reference!to!appearances!was!reported!in!Le&Moniteur&Universel,&‘Article!15!du!décret!du!6!septembre,!1793:!Dans!les!Révolutions!tous!les!bons!citoyens!doivent!être!physionomistes;!tous!ceux!qui!ont!aujourd’hui!la!mine!patibulaire,!les!yeux!hagards,!un!costume!évidemment!
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The!identification!and!demonisation!of!generic!counter>revolutionary!types,!of!the!‘other’!as!described!in!Chapter!IV,!relied!on!popular!prejudices!that!were!spread!and!exacerbated!by!rumour.!The!guilt!of!the!suspected!hoarder,!noble,!spy!or!clergymen!could!be!assumed!based!on!a!series!of!popular!preconceptions.!Marisa!Linton,!however,!identifies!a!different!set!of!assumptions!in!her!study!of!the!importance!of!virtue!and!friendship!among!Revolutionary!deputies,!one!in!which!denunciations!were!based!not!on!generic!accusations!but!on!the!supposition!of!very!specific,!private!knowledge,!known!to!only!intimates.!Given!the!suspicion!with!which!any!private!conduct!was!viewed,!such!information!was!not!without!problems!–!on!the!one!hand,!it!might!be!presumed!to!carry!greater!weight!than!the!‘on!dit’!of!popular!opinion,!but!on!the!other,!there!was!always!the!possibility!it!might!be!motivated!by!personal!vindictiveness.!Said!Robespierre!on!the!problems!of!relying!on!personal!testimony!of!this!kind:!‘Un!malveillant!peut,!en!un!quart!d’heure,!ruiner!la!confiance!que!vous!méritez.’12*
*The!practice!of!denunciation,!specifically!when!it!became!a!civic!duty,!raises!important!questions!about!the!relationship!between!the!individual!and!the!state,!and!how!the!state!intruded!upon!personal!relationships.!The!culture!of!denunciation!during!the!Revolution!was,!in!effect,!an!extension!of!the!culture!–!cult,!even!–!of!transparency:!in!the!name!of!openness,!nothing!was!private!or!off>limits,!with!the!converse!being!that!anything!not!made!public!must!be!suspect.13!This!relationship!between!public!duty!and!private!interest!or!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!déguisé,!sont!de!mauvais!citoyens!que!tout!vrai!républicain!a!le!droit!d’arrêter!sur!le!champs.’!Cited!in!Sophie!Wahnich,!L’Impossible&citoyen:&l’Etranger&dans&le&discours&de&la&
Révolution&française&(Paris:!Albin!Michel,!1997),!p.!41.&!12!Cited!in!Jaume,!‘La!Dénonciation’,!p.!208,!originally!F.A.!Aulard,!ed.,!Recueil&des&actes&du&
Comité&de&Salut&Public&avec&la&correspondance&officielle&des&représentants&en&mission!(Paris:!Imprimerie!Nationale,!1889–1951),!vol.!V,!p.!297.!!13!Among!the!many!scholars!who!have!addressed!this!question,!Lynn!Hunt!writes!in!‘The!Unstable!Boundaries!of!the!French!Revolution’!in!A&History&of&Private&Life,&vol.&IV,!From&the&
Fires&of&Revolution&to&the&Great&War&(Cambridge,!MA!and!London:!The!Belknap!Press!of!Harvard!University!Press,!1990),!pp.!13>14:!‘In!the!midst!of!revolution,!private!meant!factional,!and!privacy!was!equated!with!the!secret!that!facilitated!plotting.’!The!boundaries!between!public!and!private!had!been!effaced!to!the!extent!that!‘if!the!public!man!was!not!defending!the!revolution,!the!private!man!must!be!corrupt.’!As!this!chapter!will!show,!the!converse!was!true,!too,!in!that!the!privately!corrupt!man!(or!woman)!or!those!believed!or!rumoured!to!be!privately!corrupt!must!could!be!denounced!as!enemies!of!the!Revolution.!
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loyalty!meant!that!denunciations!could!be!a!means!of!exorcising!personal!grudges!or!animosities.14!(And!in!this,!Sheila!Fitzgerald!sees!a!precursor!in!the!self>interested!nature!of!many!accusations!in!the!lettres&de&cachet.)15!But!there!was!also!a!potential!for!conflicting!loyalties.!!
*Official!channels!could!help!to!overcome!any!such!ambivalence,!with!concerted!campaigns!promoting!denunciation!as!not!only!a!civic!duty,!but!an!honourable!one!at!that.!Colin!Lucas16!describes!how!a!wide!range!of!writers!consciously!set!out!to!divest!the!practice!of!negative!connotations,17!making!frequent!references!to!the!practice!in!ancient!Rome,!which!is!reflected!in!Mette!Harder’s!interpretation!of!government!purges!of!conventionnels&as!sacrificial!spectacle,18!while!Jacques!Guilhaumou!and!Lucien!Jaume!trace!the!etymology!of!denunciation!from!its!earliest!use!of!denouncing!an!unjust!law,!to!denouncing!the!behaviour!of!an!individual.19!Because!of!this,!Guilhaumou!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Marisa!Linton!discusses!the!centrality!of!virtue!in!the!shaping!of!the!Revolutionary!identity!among!deputies!in!The&Politics&of&Virtue&in&Enlightenment&France&(Basingstoke:!Palgrave,!2001).!!14!Marc!Bouloiseau,!The&Jacobin&Republic,&1792Q1794,!trans.!Jonathan!Mandelbaum!(Cambridge!and!Paris:!Cambridge!University!Press/Editions!de!la!Maison!des!Sciences!de!l’Homme,!reprinted!1987),!p.!36&describes!the!potential!danger!of!private!conflict!among!public!figures!thus:!‘[I]f!paid!informers!were!despised!and!women’s!gossip!not!taken!too!seriously,!personal!rivalries!and!expressions!of!impatience!were!given!political!significance.!People!were!imprisoned!on!the!strength!of!rumours!and!clapped!in!irons!for!trifling!offenses.’!Personal!rivalries!and!long>standing!grudges!feature,!too,!in!D.M.G.!Sutherland,!
Murder&in&Aubagne:&Lynching,&Law,&and&Justice&During&the&French&Revolution&(Cambridge:!Cambridge!University!Press,!2009).!!15!Sheila!Fitzgerald!and!Robert!Gellately,!‘Practices!of!Denunciation!in!Modern!European!History,!1789>1989’,!Journal&of&Modern&History,!vol.!68,!no.!4,!(1996),!pp.!747–767.!!16!Colin!Lucas,!‘The!Theory!and!Practice!of!Denunciation!in!the!French!Revolution’,&Journal&of&
Modern&History,!vol.!68,!no.!4,!(Dec.,!1996),!pp.!768>785.!!17!Ibid.!‘Mirabeau!(“in!the!perils!which!surround!us,!informing!...!must!be!seen!as!the!most!important!of!our!new!virtues”),!Desmoulins!(“I!am!trying!to!rehabilitate!the!word!‘informing.’!...!In!our!present!circumstances,!we!need!to!see!the!word!honoured”),!Mercier!(“denunciation!is!one!of!the!‘heroic!virtues”),!Marat,!and!so!on.’!!18!Mette!Harder,!‘Crisis!of!Representation:!The!National!Convention!and!the!Search!for!political!legitimacy’&(unpublished!PhD!thesis,!University!of!York,!2009).*!19!Jacques!Guilhaumou,!‘Fragments!of!a!Discourse!of!Denunciation’,!in!The&French&Revolution&
and&the&Creation&of&Modern&Political&Culture,!vol.!4,!The&Terror,!ed.!Keith!Michael!Baker!(Oxford:!Pergamon!Press!1994),!pp.!139>144.!Guilhaumou!attributes!this!shift!specifically!to!Marat’s!‘Maxims!of!denunciation’!listed!in!L’ami&du&peuple,&which,!in!Guilhaumou’s!words,&encouraged!readers!‘to!indict!a!type!of!behaviour!rather!than!to!collect!juridical!evidence.’!
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stresses!the!importance!of!separating!the!denunciatory!act!of!1789!with!the!‘institutionalised!practice!of!the!year!II’!and!of!conflating!denunciation!with!Terror.20!!!Although!the!practice!of!denunciation!was!not!exclusive!to!the!Terror,!by!year!II!its!role!had!pervaded!the!popular!consciousness!to!the!extent!that!spying,!watching,!reporting!and!suspecting!were!presented!as!commonplace.!This!last!is!important!to!emphasise!in!that!suspicion!encouraged!a!presumption!of!guilt!on!the!part!of!the!observer,!who,!expecting!to!find!evidence!of!malfeasance,!was!probably!able!to!do!so.!War,!too,!contributed!to!the!conditions!that!allowed!denunciation!to!flourish.21!Rumour!both!naturally!evolved!from!that,!and!helped!to!do!the!government’s!work,!providing!another!outlet!for!discussion!about!‘the!enemy’,!whoever!that!my!prove!to!be.!Rumour!also!permitted!an!outlet!for!the!individual!who!may!have!had!residual!ambivalence!about!the!practice!of!denunciation!due!to!its!relation!to!spying;!rumour!filled!the!role!of!concrete!evidence.!Some!of!the!examples!that!will!be!discussed!below!will!illustrate!how!rumours!came!to!be!accepted!as!evidence!of!popular!consensus,!creating!a!self>perpetuating!cycle!of!validation!in!which!the!frequency!with!which!allegations!were!repeated!and!shared!becomes!a!type!of!evidence!in!itself.!In!this,!the!model!provided!by!trials!of!public!figures!provided!a!standard!for!denunciations!among!ordinary!citizens,!in!which!the!accumulation!of!alleged!personal!infractions!and!private!vices!contributed!to!a!body!of!evidence!of!political!crimes.!When!Robespierre!declared!that!‘Un!homme!qui!manque!des!vertus!publiques,!ne!peut!avoir!les!vertus!privés’!22!–!the!opposite!was!also!true,!with!private!vices!indicative!of!public!ones.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!20!Ibid.,!p.!142.!!21!Fitzpatrick!and!Gellately,!‘Practices!of!Denunciation!in!Modern!European!History,!1789>1989’,!p.!762.!!22!Cited!in!Jaume,!‘La!Dénonciation’,!p.192.!!
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Lively!speeches!in!the!sections!urged!witnesses!to!come!forward,!simultaneously!absolving!the!reluctant!of!responsibility!for!the!outcome!of!their!reports,!as!well!as!ensuring!the!information>gathering!net!was!cast!as!widely!as!possible:!‘It!will!be!for!the!juries!and!judges!...!to!assess!the!value!of!your!statements’;!all!that!was!required!of!individuals!was!to!have!witnessed!the!events!they!described.23!In!addition,!the!qualification!that!passivity!itself!was!a!crime24!meant!that!citizens!were!not!only!actively!encouraged!but!positively!goaded!into!producing!accusations,!for!fear!of!being!found!wanting!themselves.!Because!of!this,!and!despite!the!imperative!that!these!statements!should!be!based!on!eye>witness!accounts,!many!were!not,!as!will!be!seen!below.!Hearsay,!interpreted!through!the!veil!of!existing!prejudices!and!suspicions,!neatly!filled!the!void!left!by!concrete!evidence.!Many!were!arrested!and!then!convicted!on!the!flimsiest!of!evidence,!which!was!amplified!by!popular!fears!of!counter>revolutionary!activity.!Growing!exponentially!with!the!urgency!to!establish!one’s!innocence!was!the!near!impossibility!of!being!able!to!do!so.!Before!1793,!denunciations!had!to!be!made!publicly,!and!in!writing,!in!order!to!prevent!denunciations!based!on!personal!animosity.!False!denunciation!was!considered!a!crime!comparable!to!enemies!of!the!state,!and!a!proposal!was!made!suggesting!those!found!to!have!done!so!should!have!their!names!posted!in!a!public!place.25!By!1793,!with!no!safety!checks!in!place,!denunciations!based!on!personal!animosities,!innuendo!and!rumour!could!flourish,!despite!the!penalties!for!false!denunciation!remaining.!The!Paris!Police!Archives!are!filled!with!reports!of!complaints!of!calumnies!based!on!denunciations,!whether!on!the!part!of!the!accused!or!the!accuser,!with!an!ever>escalating!series!of!claims!and!counter>claims!made!by!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!23!Cited!in!Soboul,!‘The!Parisian!Sans>Culottes’,!p.!143.!!24!The!criminalization!of!passivity!was!explicitly!referred!to!in,!for!example,!a!speech!by!Chaumette!in!the!Commune!in!October!1793,!in!which!suspect!persons!included!those!‘who,!having!done!nothing!against!liberty,!have!also!done!nothing!for!it.’!The!sentiment!was!echoed!later!that!month!by!St>Just:!‘You!have!to!punish!not!only!the!traitors,!but!even!those!who!are!indifferent;!you!have!to!punish!whoever!is!passive!to!the!Republic!and!who!does!nothing!for!it.’!Rapport&sur&la&nécessité&de&déclarer&le&gouvernement&révolutionnaire&jusqu’à&la&
paix!(19!vendémiaire,!an!II),!cited!Bronislaw!Baczko,!‘The!Terror!Before!the!Terror!?!Conditions!of!Possibility,!Logic!of!Realization’,!in!The&French&Revolution&and&the&Creation&of&
Modern&Political&Culture,!vol.!4!The&Terror,!ed.!Keith!Michael!Baker,!p.!27,!note!9.!!25!Lucas,!‘The!Theory!and!Practice!of!Denunciation’,!p.!775.!!
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parties!concerned.!Post>Thermidor,!complaints!about!being!accused!of!false!denunciations!increased,!which!would!seem!to!suggest!a!shift!in!the!public’s!trust!in!the!validity!of!denunciation!as!a!practice,!and!an!indication!that!to!have!the!reputation!of!making!a!false!denunciations!was!by!this!time,!ultimately!more!damaging!than!to!have!been!denounced!in!the!first!place.!!!Central!to!the!power!of!the!insinuated!denunciation!was!the!elasticity!of!the!term!‘suspect’,!as!introduced!by!the!law!of!September!17,!1793.!‘Suspect’!was!anyone!who!‘by!their!conduct,!associations,!comments,!or!writings!have!shown!themselves!partisans!of!tyranny!or!federalism!and!enemies!of!liberty’.26!What!constituted!‘suspect’!behaviour!was!endlessly!mutable!and!all>encompassing.!Baczko!notes!the!crucial!role!of!‘the!concept!and!representation!of!the!suspect’,!in!perpetuating!Terror!‘as!a!system!of!power!threatening!and!punishing!people!for!what!they!were,!not!what!they!did’.27!Who!was!suspect!was!nearly!impossible!to!define,!and!was!under!a!constant!process!of!reassessment!and!recalibration.28!But!like!the!brigand,!the!noble,!the!counter>revolutionary,!or!the!spy,!the!perception!of!the!suspect!was!both!informed!by!and!perpetuated!by!popular!notions!of!threat.!What!differentiated!the!‘suspect’!however,!from!these!other!stock!representations!of!the!enemy,!was!that!there!were!no!comfortingly!identifiable!feature,!no!wig!or!elegantly!cut!jacket,!no!foreign!accent!or!clerical!robe.!However,!it!drew!on!and!amplified!all!of!these!fears,!intensifying!the!rhetoric!of!exclusion!while!at!the!same!time!decreasing!the!parameters!that!separated!‘the!other’!from!oneself.!Helen!Maria!Williams!described!how!‘any!good!citizen!was!authorized!to!arrest!every!man!in!the!street!as!an!aristocrat,!who!held!his!head!too!much!up!or!looked!too!much!down,!and!also!all!those!who!looked!on!one!side,!instead!of!looking!you!in!the!face’.29!Baczko!describes!how!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!26!The!Law!of!Suspects,!2.1.!!27!Baczko,!‘The!Terror!before!Terror?’,!p.!26.!!!28!Sophie!Wahnich’s!L’Impossible&citoyen&suggests!parallels!between!étranger!and!suspect.!!29!Helen!Maria!Williams,!An&EyeQWitness&Account&of&the&French&Revolution:&Letters&Containing&
a&Sketch&of&the&Politics&of&France,&ed.&Jack!Fruchtman,!Jr.!(New!York:!Peter!Lang!Publishing,!Inc,!1997),!p.!170.!
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attempts!to!clarify!the!definition!of!suspect!served!only!to!confuse:!the!same!session!in!the!Commune!that!had!explicitly!criminalized!passivity,!also!targeted!assertiveness!and!grief.30!Calm,!zeal,!sorrow!–!there!were!few!human!emotions!or!characteristics!that!could!escape!censor,!leading!Lucien!Jaume!to!conclude!that!the!Republican!ideal!of!the!bon&sansQculotte!left!no!room!for!individualism.31!When!citizens!were!instructed,!then!commanded,!to!survey,!observe!and!document!every!movement!of!their!friends!and!neighbours,!few!would!be!able!to!withstand!such!scrutiny!without!demonstrating!any!degree!of!‘suspect’!behaviour;!and!if!ordinary!behaviour!came!under!scrutiny,!then!anything!unusual!was!immediately!worthy!of!further!investigation.!A!woman!bringing!food!to!‘un!homme!caché’!following!the!assassination!of!the!deputy!Le!Peletier!was!immediately!suspect!due!to!the!circumstances;32!less!obvious!was!a!lengthy!report!involving!the!meeting!of!a!man!and!woman!in!the!Jardin!de!l’Egalité,!who!the!diligent!spy!pursued!through!several!streets!before!concluding!that!theirs!was!an!entirely!respectable!business!transaction.33!Petty!rivalries!and!animosities,!too,!came!to!the!surface!and!had!a!new!resonance,34!and!friends’!and!neighbours’!unusual!behaviour!was!immediately!viewed!in!a!suspect!light.35!Individuals!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!30!‘1.Those!who,!in!assemblies!of!the!people,!arrest!its!energy!by!crafty!discourse,!turbulent!cries!and!threats.!2!Those,!more!prudent,!who!speak!mysteriously!of!the!misfortunes!of!the!republic,!are!full!of!pity!for!the!lot!of!the!people,!and!are!always!ready!to!spread!bad!news!with!an!affected!grief.’!Session!de!la!Commune,!10!octobre,!1793,!cited!in!Baczko,!‘The!Terror!Before!the!Terror?’,!p.27.!!31!Lucien!Jaume,!‘La!Dénonciation’.!!32!APP!Section!des!Tuileries,!26!janvier,!1793.!‘Rapport!au!sujet!d’une!femme,!qui,!depuis!l’assassinat!de!Le!Peletier,!porte!à!manger!à!un!homme!caché.’!!33!APP!Section!de!Buttes!des!Moulins,!7!frimaire,!an!II*‘Arrestation!d’un!homme!et!d’une!femme!à!allures!suspectes.’*
*34!Ménétra,!Story&of&My&Life,!pp.!221>226,!for!example,!describes!the!culture!of!denunciation!as!being!one!of!personal!rivalries!and!vendettas.!!!35!Jacob>Nicolas!Moreau,!Mes&Souvenirs.!Collationnés,&annotés&et&publiés&par&Camille&Hermilin.&
Seconde&Partie&(1774Q1797)!(Paris:!Librairie!Plon,!1901),!p.!481,!describes!how!his!family!was!viewed!as!suspect!for!lighting!a!lamp!outside!their!house!every!night,!while!Jean>Nicolas!Dufort!de!Cheverny,!Mémoires&sur&les&règnes&de&Louis&XV&et&Louis&XVI&et&sur&la&Révolution!par&J.&
N.&Dufort,!...!;!publié&avec&une&introduction&et&des&notes&par&Robert&de&Crèvecœur*(Paris:!E.!Plon,!Nourrit!et!Cie,!1886),!describes!the!arrest!of!his!elderly!lodger!for!obsessive!letter>writing,!and!his!neighbours’!surprise!that!he!and!his!family!continued!to!stand!by!her!following!her!arrest.!!
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were!denounced!for!being!too!clean,!too!happy,!too!well!fed,!for!arrogance!or!for!vanity.36!The!limonadière!who!reported!as!suspect!the!well>dressed,!high>spending!crowd!in!her!establishment37!may!genuinely!have!thought!she!had!a!counter>revolutionary!cell!liberally!imbibing!on!her!premises,!but!she!may!equally!have!been!afraid!of!the!effect!such!customers!might!have!on!her!own!reputation.!On!the!other!hand,!she!may!simply!have!been!envious!of!their!money!and!conviviality,!which,!like!the!individual!arrested!for!eating!with!insulting!relish!and!gourmandise,38&suggested!not!only!an!equation!of!sensual!pleasure!with!aristocracy,!but!a!puritanical!suspicion!of!pleasure&tout&court.!Royalist!sympathies!could!be!detected!in!a!slip!of!the!tongue,!as!with!the!individual!who!unthinkingly!referred!to!the!Palais>Royal,!rather!than!by!its!new!name!of!Palais!d’Egalité,39!or!by!the!individual!arrested!for!describing!the!throne!as!‘solid’.!Rather!than!an!expression!of!his!beliefs!on!the!permanence!of!the!monarchy,!he!had!been!describing!the!actual!conflagration!destroying!the!effects!plundered!from!the!Tuileries!palace.!The!fact!he!was!a!priest!no!doubt!contributed!to!a!wilful!misunderstanding!of!his!intent!and!he!was!sent!to!prison!but!later!released.40!!!The!fervour!with!which!some!quarters!embraced!the!practice!of!denunciation,!and!the!all>encompassing!definition!of!‘suspect’!was!revealed!in!a!letter!from!the!revolutionary!committee!for!the!Section!de!la!Cité,!demanding!the!re>arrest!of!a!suspect!who!had!been!released!without!charge!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!36!Helen!Maria!Williams,!vol.!1,!p.!118.!‘One!person!was!sent!to!prison!because!aristocracy!was!written!in!his!countenance;!another,!because!it!was!said!to!be!hidden!at!his!heart;!many!were!deprived!of!liberty,!because!they!were!rich;!others!because!they!were!learned;!and!most!who!were!arrested!enquired!the!reason!in!vain.’!!37!APP!Section!de!Tuileries,!6!thermidor,!an!II.!‘Déclaration!faite!par!une!limonadière!au!sujet!d’individus!qui!lui!paraissent!suspects.’!!38!Cited!Chapter!III,!note!12.!!39!APP!Section!de!Butte!des!Moulins,!25!février,!1793.!!40!APP!Section!Divers/Section!des!Invalides,!10!août,!1793.!‘Le!10!août!...!deux!citoyens!membres!de!la!Commune!nous!ont!présenté!un!citoyen!accusé!d’avoir!tenu!des!propos!inciviques!sur!la!place!de!la!Révolution!le!temps!où!l’on!livrait!aux!flammes!les!attributs!de!la!royauté.!...!Le!déposant!lui!assure!avoir!entendu!dire,!le!moment!ces!attributs!de!la!royauté!se!réduisaient!en!cendre!excepté!le!trône!qui!résistait!au!feu,!le!suspect!citoyen!a!dit!que!le!trône!était!solide!et!qu’il!ne!tombait!pas;!il!a!mal!exprimé!ce!qu’il!a!vu!sans!autre!motif.’!!
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after!questioning!by!the!police.41!For!this,!the!committee!‘denounced’!the!police!themselves!for!not!detaining!the!suspect,!all!the!while!reiterating!the!importance!of!surveillance.!!Such!was!the!exhortation!to!observe,!report!and!denounce!that!the!threat!of!denunciation!was!often!used!as!a!means!to!intimidate,!to!settle!a!score,!or!for!other!personal!reasons,!all!of!which!were!quite!separate!from!any!actual!suspect!activity.!In!nivôse!year!II,!one!Joseph!Charlary!Daunoire!made!a!declaration!to!his!section,!describing!threats!by!a!woman!to!denounce!him!as!a!counter>revolutionary.42!A!long>standing!dispute!over!an!unpaid!debt!had!led!her!to!threaten!to!denounce!him!to!all!and!every!tribunal!and!committee!(‘aux!tribunaux!ou!comités!tant!révolutionnaires!que!de!sureté!générale’).!!The!accusations!against!Daunoire!were!described!in!the!vaguest!of!terms!–!he!was!a!‘bad!citizen’,!who!had!‘blasphemed!against!the!Revolution’!–!for!which!proof!would!be!forthcoming!as!necessary.!The!public!nature!of!the!threats!was!addressed!by!the!plaintiff,!not!simply!to!provide!evidence!of!witnesses,!but!also,!as!with!any!public!insult,!as!a!means!of!expressing!the!gravity!of!the!charge.!The!woman,!in!threatening!an!official!denunciation!had!already!make!a!public!attack!on!Daunoire’s!reputation!–!with!the!threat!of!arrest!hanging!over!him,!however,!the!need!to!clear!his!name!becomes!ever!more!urgent.!This!incident!highlights!the!social!repercussions!of!living!in!a!society!which!encouraged!citizens!to!denounce!one!another,!a!denunciation!culture!which!not!only!bred!suspicion!between!individuals,!it!actively!promoted!the!seeking!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!41!APP!Section!Divers/Section!de!la!Cité,!29!août,!1793.!‘Nous!dénonçons!l’administration!de!police!pour!avoir!mis!en!liberté!le!citoyen!Maillard.!...!Citoyens,!que!deviendra!la!liberté,!que!deviendra!la!révolution,!si!de!pareilles!infractions!sont!commises!par!les!autorités.!...!A!quoi!sert!la!surveillance!exercée!envers!les!gens!suspects!par!les!comités!révolutionnaires,!si!les!mesures!qui’!ils!prennent!en!conséquence!sont!ainsi!paralysées!par!ceux!mêmes!qui!doivent!non!seulement!les!soutenir,!mais!même!les!stimuler!en!cas!de!besoin?’!!!42!APP!Section!de!Butte!des!Moulins,!5!nivôse,!an!II.!‘Déclaration!du!citoyen!Joseph!Charlary!Daunoir!au!sujet!d’une!femme!qui!menace!de!le!dénoncer!en!tant!que!contre>révolutionnaire.!...!elle!disait!que!c’était!un!mauvais!citoyen!pour!avoir!blasphémé!contre!la!Révolution!et!qu’en!plus!elle!en!avait!les!preuves.!...!Une!foule!d’imprécations!et!de!menaces!sont!finalement!sorties!de!la!bouche!de!cette!femme!...!qui!entre!autres!menaces!à!dit!...![qu’]!elle!le!conduirait,!lui,!et!toute!sa!famille,!à!la!guillotine.!Toutes!ces!menaces!ont!été!entendues!par!les!voisins,!ainsi!que!des!personnes!rattachées!à!son!service.’!!
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out!of!suspect!behaviour,!and!in!so!doing!redefined!the!parameters!of!social!exchanges.!From!the!perspective!of!the!plaintiff,!the!woman!was!exploiting!the!practice!of!denunciations!as!a!means!to!intimidate,!or!at!least!to!add!some!pressure!to!obtain!the!money!owed.!From!her!point!of!view,!however,!she!might!have!sincerely!believed!he!was!indeed!engaged!in!counter>revolutionary!activity:!he!was!a!successful!businessmen!who!not!only!owed!a!considerable!sum!of!money!to!her!brother!in!law!(‘six!mille!et!quelques!centaines!de!livres’),!he!was!very!high>handed!when!asked!to!pay!what!was!due!(‘Les!affaires!de!son!beau>frère!ne!sont!pas!les!siennes’).!Material!wealth!and!arrogance!–!according!to!Jacobin!doctrine,!these!were!both!indicators!of!an!enemy!of!the!Republic.!That!the!threats!were!uttered!in!the!hearing!of!others!(both!neighbours!and!employees)!would!have!damaged!his!standing!among!them,!whether!or!not!the!accusations!were!true;!by!contacting!the!authorities!himself!he!was!not!only!potentially!turning!the!tables!on!his!accuser!(false!denunciation,!as!will!be!discussed!below,!was!a!criminal!offence),!he!was!also!attempting!to!re>establish!his!reputation.!!
*However,!despite!the!fervour!with!which!citizens!were!encouraged!to!denounce!suspect!behaviour,!and!the!enthusiasm!with!which!many!did,!the!authorities!were!aware!that!personal!animosity,!spite!or!retribution!might!have!prompted!the!accusation,!as!the!procès!of!one!Marie!Therèse!Chauffeu,!an!innkeeper,!in!year!II!revealed.43!Following!an!unspecified!denunciation!against!her!husband,!she!was!closely!interrogated!regarding!her!domestic!arrangements,!which!revealed!the!fact!she!was!often!known!to!leave!the!marital!home!to!stay!with!her!sister!in!the!Section!de!Butte!des!Moulins.!That!this!might!be!evidence!of!marital!discord!led!to!questions!about!her!relationship!with!one!of!her!lodgers,!who,!it!transpired,!had!stayed!at!the!same!address.!Suspicious!that!the!wife’s!denunciation!against!her!husband!might!have!had!something!to!do!with!this!third!party,!the!authorities!ordered!her!to!be!taken!to!the!Conciergerie.!The!suspicion!that!illicit!couples!might!connive!to!denounce!an!inconvenient!spouse!underpinned!other!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!43!APP!Section!Divers/Interrogatoires,!265.!Commune!de!Paris,!11!pluviôse,!an!II.!Procès!de!Marie>Thérèse!Chauffeu,!la!femme!de!Taboureau.!!
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interrogations!relating!to!false!denunciations,!and!official!lines!of!questioning!often!took!a!very!personal!turn.!Such!inquiries!reveal!increasing!state!intrusion!into!personal!affairs,!with!lack!of!privacy!no!longer!solely!the!preserve!of!the!poor!living!in!overcrowded!accommodation.!!!As!the!boundary!between!the!public!and!private!eroded,44!so!the!company!one!kept!was!increasingly!used!as!evidence!of!suspect!behaviour.!This!could!encompass!a!wide!range!of!accusations,!from!general!immorality!to!criminal!complicity.!The!previous!chapter!explored!how!individual!reputations!were!affected!by!the!reputation!of!one’s!cohorts.!Judging!individuals!by!the!company!they!kept!was!not!new!to!the!Revolution,!but!it!became!formalised!through!the!emphasis!on!fraternisation!in!sans>culotte!discourse!and!practice,!which!called!for!oaths!of!allegiance!not!only!to!the!Revolution,!but!also!commitment!to!one’s!peers.!In!contrast!to!such!public!displays!of!camaraderie!and!solidarity,!then,!were!the!private!relationships!that!took!place!behind!closed!doors,!which!were!redolent!of!the!salon,!of!patronage!and!of!undue!influence.!Denunciations!of!conventionnels&frequently!referred!to!private!dinners,!which!not!only!suggested!unfair!material!privilege,!but!also!implied!back!room!negotiations,!particularly!if!the!accused!was!rumoured!to!have!dined!with!a!now>discredited!public!figure.45!The!infractions,!real!or!imagined,!of!one’s!friends!or!immediate!peer!group!reflected!badly!on!oneself!at!all!levels!of!society,!with!fraternisation!with!a!suspected!criminal!immediate!cause!for!suspicion.!Women!acquaintances!were!often!presumed!to!be!accomplices!of!men!under!investigation.!When!the!landlord!of!a!maison&garnie&was!questioned!by!the!authorities!regarding!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!44!Lisa!Jane!Graham,!‘Crimes!of!Opinion:!Policing!the!Public!in!Eighteenth>Century!Paris’!in!
Visions&and&Revisions&of&EighteenthQCentury&France,!ed.!Christine!Adams,!Jack!Censer!and!Lisa!Jane!Graham!(University!Park:!Penn!State!University!Press,!1997)!says!on!the!relationship!between!policing!and!public!space:!‘By!the!eighteenth!century,!the!term!public!designated!persons,!places!and!practices!that!needed!policing.’!By!this!definition,!during!the!Terror!there!was!no!longer!room!for!the!concept!of!private!space.!!45!This!theme!recurs!in!debates!recorded!in!the!Moniteur&during!this!period,!in!which!the!reputation!of!one’s!peers!is!called!upon!as!evidence.!On!12!April,!1793,!the!moderate!deputy!Marguerite!Elie!Guadet,!under!attack!from!the!Mountain,!reminded!Danton!that!he!was!known!to!have!attended!the!theatre!with!Dumouriez!in!the!past,!and!referred!to!Robespierre!having!dined!with!Lafayette!in!1791.!See!Le&Moniteur&universel,!no.!105,!pp.!468ff.!!!
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irregularities!in!his!rent,!a!young!woman!lodger!was!assumed!to!be!in!a!relationship!with!him!and!thus!was!considered!complicit!in!defrauding!the!other!tenants.46!!In!addition!to!the!endlessly!flexible!definition!of!‘suspect’!was!the!equally!adaptable!yet!no!less!powerful!‘on!dit’.!From!July!1793,!‘on!dit’!entered!the!police!records!with!increasing!frequency,!and,!as!with!the!observateur!reports!sent!to!the!mayor’s!office!(described!in!Chapter!IV)!the!expression!was!both!authoritative!and!ambiguous:!‘on!dit’!represented!evidence,!and!yet!the!witnesses!were!never!named;!it!instead!appeared!to!refer!to!common!knowledge!in!the!community,!to!a!general!mood!or!shared!assumption.!‘On!dit’!was!the!unattributed!(and!unattributable),!yet!powerful,!voice!of!popular!opinion.!These!denunciations!based!on!‘on!dit’!referred!to!alleged!crimes!as!varied!as!handling!counterfeit!coins,!illegal!burial,!even!murder.47!!!As!was!discussed!in!Chapter!I,!‘on!dit’!was!personified!in!a!1790!pamphlet!as!a!many>headed!hydra,!the!‘last!remaining!aristocratic’!threatening!the!Republic!by!undermining!public!confidence!through!the!power!of!rumour.48!Its!author!cautioned!readers!not!to!fall!under!its!spell,!demanding!they!reject!news!that!can!only!be!corroborated!by!‘on!dit’!as!nothing!more!than!ridiculous!gossip.!!Boussemart’s!pamphlet!presents!rumour!as!allegory,!combining!imagery!from!the!Classical!world!with!that!of!the!Old!Testament.!As!well!as!the!many>headed!hydra,!it!is!likened!to!a!serpent!and!a!viper.!By!rejecting!its!power,!it!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!46!APP!Section!Divers.!11!pluviôse,!an!II.!‘Procès!de!Marie!Madeleine!Geneviève!Rabaye!et!femme!Chabanne,!âgée!de!32!ans.’!!47!APP,!Section!d’Arcis,!11!fructidor,!an!II.!‘Dénonciation!contre!un!ancien!guichetier!qui!a!été,!dit>on,!l’agent!des!fabricateurs!de!fausse!monnaie.”!APP!Section!de!Popincourt,!15!germinale,!an!II.!“Dénonciation!contre!le!fossoyeur!de!la!section!qui!,!dit>on,!enterre!les!cadavres!même!à!la!terre.!”!APP!Section!d’Arcis,!15!ventôse,!an!II.!“Dénonciation!contre!un!individu!qu’on!dit!avoir!commis!plusieurs!assassinats.’!!48!L.R.J.!Boussemart,!On&me&l’a&dit&(Paris,!1790).!
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will!be!cast!into!eternal!flame.49!André!Morellet,!in!a!contemporaneous!pamphlet!not!published!until!after!his!death!addressed!the!problem!of!‘on’!from!a!philosophical!and!linguistic!perspective.50!In!so!doing!he!highlighted!its!effectiveness!in!communicating!unattributed!information!with!conviction!yet!no!personal!responsibility,!and!the!ramifications!of!this.!‘On’!was!popularly!understood!to!refer!either!to!a!‘great!authority’!or!to!‘a!large!number!of!well>informed!people’.!Because!of!this,!he!warned!of!the!ease!with!which!unsubstantiated!calumny!or!slander!could!be!accepted!into!the!wider!community,!entirely!on!the!strength!of!‘on’.!! Is!this!not!the!method!commonly!employed!by!calumny...?!They&say!that!she!lives!with!Mr!So>and>so;!they&assure!us!that!that!officer!had!an!adventure!that!didn’t!end!well;!they!think!that!minister!won’t!go!far.!In!each!of!these!examples,!they,!depending!on!the!intent!of!the!speaker,!means!either!a!great!authority,!or!a!large!number!of!well!informed!people,!and!once!accepted,!who!would!doubt!that!Madame!was!not!amorous,!that!the!soldier!not!a!coward,!and!that!the!man!in!question!won’t!soon!be!fired?51!!Morellet!calls!for!a!ban!on!the!indefinite!article!‘on’,!calling!for!the!accuracy!of!‘a!precise!and!known!name.’52!‘On’!is!neither!precise,!nor!known;!on!the!contrary,!it!refers!to!unspecified!multitudes:!!!Grammarians!call!this!an!indefinite!particle;!but!they!could!more!logically!say!that!it!is!infinite,!because!he!who!uses!it!often!believes,!or!at!the!very!least!wants!it!to!be!believed,!that!it!includes!an!infinite!number!of!individuals.53!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!49!Ibid.!‘[C]e!fanfaron!...!ira!cacher!sa!honte!&!retrouver!bientôt!...!la!Discorde,!au!fond!des!enfers,!où!ces!deux!monstres!resteront!enchaînés!pour!y!subir!éternellement!les!supplices!que!leurs!crimes!méritent’.!!50!Abbé!André!Morellet,!‘Remarques!Philosophiques!grammatico>morales!sur!la!particule!ON’!in!Mélanges&de&littérature&et&de&philosophie&du&18ème&siècle,!vol.!4.!(Paris:!1818).!!!51!Ibid.,!p.!224.!‘N’est>ce!pas!aussi!la!méthode!commune!employée!par!la!calomnie!...!?!On&dit!qu’elle!vit!avec!M.!un!tel;!on!assure!que!cet!officier!a!eu!une!aventure!dont!il!ne!s’est!pas!bien!tiré;!on!pense!que!ce!ministre!n’ira!pas!loin.!Dans!tous!ces!sens,!on,!selon!l’intention!de!celui!qui!l’emploi,!signifie!ou!des!grandes!autorités,!ou!un!grand!nombre!de!personnes!bien!instruites;!et!cette!signification!une!fois!admise,!qui!peut!douter!que!madame!ne!soit!galante,!que!le!militaire!ne!soit!pas!lâche,!et!que!l’homme!en!question!ne!soit!pas!bientôt!chassé?!’!!52!Ibid.,!p.!230.!!53!Ibid.,!p.!225,!‘Les!grammairiens!disent!que!cette!particule!est!indéfinie;!mais!ils!pourraient!dire!avec!plus!de!raison!qu’elle!est!infinie,!puisqu’elle!comprend!souvent!dans!l’opinion!de!
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!In!his!examination!of!the!imprecision!of!‘on’!Morellet!highlighted!a!larger!concern!that!had!arisen!and!been!identified!by!writers!and!deputies!during!the!earliest!days!of!the!Revolution:!that!key!words!and!concepts!central!to!the!establishment!of!the!Republic!could!be!and!were!misappropriated,!their!definitions!distorted!by!what!Sophia!Rosenfeld!refers!to!as!‘an!ever>expanding!number!of!public!spokesmen’.54!She!argues!that!‘as!new!vocabulary!was!being!invented!for!new!ideas,!and!old!terms!took!on!new!meanings!...!the!sense!that!the!significance!of!words!was!becoming!dangerously!unstable!and!malleable!increased’.!Not!only!was!the!use!of!‘on’!simultaneously!authoritative!yet!unattributed,!implying!consensus!by!an!unspecified!public,!the!very!language!employed!by!that!public!might!have!multiple,!conflicting!meanings,!with,!as!Rosenfeld!describes!‘accusations!of!...!deliberate!abus&des&mots’!from!adversaries!on!all!points!of!the!political!spectrum.55!‘On’!was!exploited!in!the!same!way!that!the!words,!concepts!or!opinions!attributed!to!it!were.!James!Billington!similarly!identifies!how!the!mercurial,!shape>shifting!nature!of!language!contributed!to!the!impact!of!denunciations!when!he!refers!to!the!‘power!of!badly!defined!words’!combined!with!the!camouflage!of!‘on!dit’.56!!Both!of!these!concerns!come!into!play!when!looking!at!the!language!of!denunciation:!the!imprecise!yet!authoritative!‘on’,!coupled!with!the!repetition!of!key!words!whose!meanings!were!not!fixed!and!could!be!influenced!by!the!speaker!or!the!circumstances,!meant!that!the!accused!was!often!facing!shadowy!accusations!based!on!innuendo!and!conjecture!–!or!even!on!a!simple!misunderstanding,!but!one!that!could!only!arise!in!a!society!conditioned!to!discover!plots!even!when!there!are!none.!Helen!Maria!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!celui!qui!l’emploie,!ou!du!moins!qu’il!veut!lui!faire!comprendre,!un!nombre!infini!d’individus.’!!54!Sophia!Rosenfeld,!A&Revolution&in&Language:&The&Problem&of&Signs&in&Late&EighteenthQ
Century&France!(Stanford,!CA:!Stanford!University!Press,!2001),!p.!134.!!!55!Ibid.!!56!James!H.!Billington,!Fire&in&the&Minds&of&Men:&Origins&of&the&Revolutionary&Faith!(New!York:!Basic!Books,!1980),!p.!38.!!
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Williams,!imprisoned!in!the!Luxembourg!palace,!described!hearing!of!the!plight!of!a!pair!of!fellow!inmates,!an!unimpeachably!patriotic!count!and!countess!with!a!long!record!of!Republican!ardour!and!generous!civic!donations.!Their!arrest!was!due!to!an!intercepted!letter!that!referred!to!a!broken!marble!hearth!–!a!‘foyer!that!must!be!repaired!at!Paris.’!Foyer,!also!meaning!the!‘central!point!of!a!system’,!was!seized!upon!as!evidence!of!a!counter>revolutionary!cell!needing!reinforcements.!Williams!imagined!the!Revolutionary!committee!discovering!the!letter:!‘‘‘Here,”!said!they,!“is!a!daring!plot!indeed!!A!foyer!of!counter>revolution,!and!to!be!repaired!at!Paris!!We!must!instantly!seize!the!authors!and!the!accomplices.”!In!vain!the!Countess!related!the!story!of!the!hearth,!and!asserted!that!no!conspiracy!lurked!beneath!the!marble.’57!(The!final!irony,!of!course,!is!that!the!story!recounted!was!itself!embellished!in!the!telling;!Helena!Maria!Williams!had!no!way!of!knowing!the!words!of!the!Revolutionary!committee.)!However,!as!with!the!incident!above!referring!to!the!indestructibility!of!the!throne,!the!presumption!of!guilt!took!advantage!of!linguistic!ambiguity!as!evidence.!!What!Williams!described!as!the!Jacobin!culture!of!‘denouncing!indiscriminately’!meant!that!‘the!completion!of!one!prophecy!gave!an!air!of!credit!to!the!rest.’58!Allport!and!Postman’s!study!of!rumour!identifies!a!‘levelling’!and!‘sharpening’!effect,!in!which!extraneous!details!fall!away!(‘levelling’),!while!those!that!remain!are!‘sharpened’!or!exaggerated.59!This!simultaneous!simplification!and!exaggeration!of!detail!has!a!direct!correlation!with!the!evidence!used!in!denunciations.!Denunciations!were!not!only!often!based!on!rumours,!in!that!the!evidence!might!be!scant!or!insubstantial!to!the!point!of!non>existent,!they!also!were!influenced!by!a!similar!process!of!simplification!and!exaggeration,!which!allowed!no!room!for!nuance!or!ambiguity:!the!interpretation!of!‘foyer’!to!mean!a!counter>!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!57!Helen!Maria!Williams,!vol.!I,!p.!57.!!!58!Ibid.,!p.!73.!!59!Gordon!W.!Allport!and!Leo!Postman,!‘An!Analysis!of!Rumor’,!Public&Opinion&Quarterly,!vol.!10,!no.!4!(1946>1947),!p.!504.!
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revolutionary!cell!was!influenced!directly!by!existing!prejudices!about!the!letter!writers!as!a!generic!type!(i.e.!aristocrats).!Had!the!letter!been!addressed!to!a!bon&sansQculotte&the!incriminating!word!might!have!been!interpreted!differently.!!!‘On!dit’,!then,!served!different!functions!in!the!discourse!of!denunciation.!When!relating!to!a!specific!accusation!it!might!take!the!place!of!a!named!eye!witness.!Of!the!many!examples!in!the!Police!Archives,!for!example,!are!denunciations!based!on!alleged!hoarding!of!gold,60!of!reports!of!a!heavy!trunk!‘said!to!have!been!left!at!the!house!of!Dumouriez’s!cousin’,61!of!an!individual!who!was!‘believed!to!be!English!and!who!has!bought!many!horses’62!of!another!‘said!to!correspond!with!the!Girondins’.63!This!is!Morellet’s!nameless!but!authoritative!‘on!dit’.!Yet!in!denunciations!‘on’!also!served!as!a!generalised!character!assessment,!the!‘on!dit’!of!popular!opinion,!of!Morellet’s!‘personnes!bien!instruites’.!When!‘on!dit’!was!employed!in!judgement!of!individual!personal!reputations,!reference!to!a!specific!crime!was!no!longer!necessary.!These!nebulous!accusations,!weighted!with!the!evidence!of!‘on!dit’,!could!be!easily!adapted!to!reflect!the!rhetoric!of!the!Law!of!Suspects,!in!which!individual!‘conduct,!associations,![and]!comments’64!both!past!and!past,!were!viewed!through!the!lens!of!patriotic!surveillance!and!inevitably!found!wanting.!The!case!studies!below!will!demonstrate!this.!!!Marisa!Linton,!in!her!analysis!of!Jacobin!conspiracy!rhetoric!explores!how!the!Girondin!purge!of!May!1793!heralded!the!increasing!scrutiny!of!private!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!60!APP,!Section!de!Butte!des!Moulins,!24!juillet,!1792.!‘Dénonciation!contre!un!individu!qu’on!dit!posséder!des!baquets!pleins!de!livres!et!de!sous.’!!61!APP!Section!de!Beaubourg,!10!janvier,!1793.!‘Dénonciation!relative!à!des!malles!très!pesantes!qui,!dit>on,!ont!été!déposées!dans!une!maison!de!campagne!qui!appartient!à!un!cousin!de!Dumouriez.’!!62!APP!Section!d’Observatoire,!8!février,!1792.!‘Dénonciation!contre!un!particulier!qu’on!croit!anglais!et!qui!achète!beaucoup!de!chevaux.’!!63!APP!Section!des!Champs>Élysées,!23!juillet,!1793.!‘Dénonciation!contre!un!nommé!Durfour!qu’on!dit!avoir!des!intelligences!avec!les!fédérés!de!Rouen!et!les!Girondins.’!!64!Law!of!Suspects,!2.i.!!
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behaviour!and!personal!reputations!as!a!measurement!of!Republican!virtue.65!Not!only!were!rumours!of!fiscal!impropriety!evidence!of!political!corruption,!but!friendships!and!personal!associations!were!also!under!observation,!as!evidence!of!cronyism!or!favouritism,!and,!by!extension,!secret!plots!and!counter>revolutionary!conspiracy.66!!Among!such!‘signs’!that!might!reveal!a!meeting!of!conspirators!were!‘private!friendships,!suspicious!gestures!and!overacting’.67!A!similar!range!of!behavioural!patterns!and!indicators!–!friendships,!personal!associations,!gestures!and!speech!–!were!all!scrutinised!and!assessed!in!denunciations,!amplified!and!intensified!by!a!consensus!view!informed!by!popular!opinion!and!rumour,!as!will!be!seen!below.!*!Details!of!the!arrest!of!one!Jean>Baptiste!Leclerc,!a!government!clerk,!provides!an!example!of!the!symbiotic!relationship!between!rumour!and!reputation!and!their!combined!role!in!denunciation.68!The!denunciation!was!damning:!Leclerc!was!arrested!for!suspected!incivisme.!He!was!known!to!be!argumentative,!to!have!been!arrested!several!times!before,!and,!in!general,!was!regarded!as!‘un!assez!mauvais!citoyen’.!He!drank,!he!argued,!he!larked!about;!his!conduct!was!not!fittingly!serious!and!Republican.!And!yet,!a!close!reading!of!the!allegations!against!him!reveal!that!many!of!the!eye!witnesses!relied!not!on!the!evidence!of!their!own!experience,!but!instead!on!what!they!have!heard!about!him!generally;!their!views!of!his!conduct!were!based!on!perceived!opinion.!In!short,!his!reputation!preceded!him!and!condemned!him.!And!what!a!poor!one!it!was.!As!one!colleague!said:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!65!Marisa!Linton,!‘“Do!you!believe!we’re!conspirators!?”:!conspiracies!real!and!imagined!in!Jacobin!politics.!1793–4’!in!Conspiracy&in&the&French&Revolution,&ed.&Peter!R.!Campbell,!Thomas!E.!Kaiser!and!Marisa!Linton&(Manchester:!Manchester!University!Press,!2007).!!66!As!Linton!emphasises,!individuals!could!not!be!seen!to!gain!personal!benefit!from!the!Revolution.!The!importance!of!friendship!and!personal!associations!among!deputies!is!also!analysed!in!‘Fatal!Friendships:!the!Politics!of!Jacobin!Friendships’,!French&Historical&Studies,!vol,!31,!no.!1!(2008).!!67!Linton,!‘“Do!you!believe!we’re!conspirators!?”’!p.!139.!!68!APP!Section!Divers/Section!d’Arcis,!1er!août,!1793.!Jean>Baptiste!Leclerc,!âgé!de!36!ans,!employé!au!bureau!du!bien!des!émigrés,!...!suspect!d’incivisme,!ayant!tenu!des!propos!contraires!à!la!révolution!en!la!tournant!en!dérision,!et!troublant!ainsi!l’ordre!de!son!bureau.!!
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I!always!considered!Leclerc!doubly!suspect!of!aristocracy,!in!words!as!much!as!deeds.!In!the!office!where!he!worked,!he!dressed!frivolously,!indecently,!and!he!not!only!did!nothing,!he!disrupted!everyone!else.69!!But!there!was!far!worse:!Leclerc!rejoiced!in!news!unfavourable!to!the!Republic,!all!the!while!appearing!to!commiserate!with!his!peers!(a!description!which!echoes!so!closely!one!of!the!myriad!descriptions!of!‘suspect’!described!in!a!speech!in!the!Commune!a!few!months!later!as!to!itself!raise!suspicions).70!He!ridiculed!his!peers!in!the!bureau,!and!was!known!to!dine!with!a!particular!ciQdevant!(with!whom,!most!certainly,!he!discussed!counter>revolution).!Those!who!crossed!him!were!accused!of!being!
mouchards!and!his!entire!demeanour!was!at!odds!with!his!peers’.71!‘In!short,!he!is!not!fit!...!to!be!in!the!company!of!good!citizens!and!true!Republicans.’72!This!wording!recalls!Lucien!Jaume’s!observation!about!the!suspicion!of!individual!personality!during!the!Terror.73!Leclerc’s!singularity!was!seen!not!only!to!separate!him!from!his!colleagues,!but!there!was!also!the!suggestion!that!he!might!somehow!influence!them!as!well.!!The!witness!called!for!corroboration!from!other!bureau!colleagues,74!who!were!equally!vocal!in!their!condemnation!of!the!accused,!despite!not!having!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!69!Ibid.!‘J’ai!toujours!perçu!Leclerc!comme!un!homme!doublement!suspect!d’aristocratie,!tant!par!les!propos!qu’il!tient!que!par!les!actions!qu’il!engage.!Dans!le!bureau!où!il!travaille,!il!se!vêtit!avec!frivolité!et!indécence,!et!non!seulement!il!ne!fait!rien!mais!en!plus!il!dérange!les!autres.’!!70!See!note!30!re:!Session!of!the!Commune,!10!October,!1793,!calling!attention!to!those!who!‘are!always!ready!to!spread!bad!news!with!an!affected!grief’.!!71!APP!Section!Divers/Section!d’Arcis,!1er!août,!1793.!‘Il!ne!fréquente!que!des!gens!suspects!...!Lorsque!les!nouvelles!distribuées!par!la!clameur!public!sont!mauvaises!pour!la!république!il!s’en!réjouit,!tout!en!ayant!l’air!d’y!prendre!part.,!il!a!exposé!a!plusieurs!fois!les!patriotes!de!bureau!a!être!insulté!pour!leur!opinions,!il!boit!et!mange!souvent!chez!un!certain!ci>devant!dont!le!frère!est!émigré![…]!et!a!coup!sûr!ils!n’entretiennent!que!des!propos!contre!–révolutionnaires.!Il!traite!tous!ceux!qui!lui!déplaisent!de!Mouchards!et!cherche!à!les!nuire!par!tous!les!moyens!concevables’.!!!72!Ibid.!‘En!un!mot!il!n’est!peu!fait,!malgré!son!bel!esprit,!pour!être!en!compagnie!de!bons!citoyens!et!de!vrais!républicains.’!!73!Jaume,!‘La!Dénonciation’,!p.!193.!!74!APP!Section!Divers/Section!d’Arcis,!1er!août,!1793.!‘Ce!que!j’ai!écrit!peut!être!prouvé!par!tous!les!patriotes!du!Bureau!qui!sont!encore!mieux!renseignés!sur!son!compte!que!moi>même.’!
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first>hand!experience!of!his!behaviour.!Several!accounts!revealed!that!the!witnesses!knew!the!suspect!as!a!bad!citizen!only!by!reputation:!!I!only!know!citizen!Leclerc!through!having!seen!him!at!the!Bureau!of!Emigrés!...!and!because!he!works!on!the!first![floor]!and!I!on!the!third,!I’ve!never!paid!attention!to!his!words.!All!I!know!is!that!he!has!been!arrested!several!times!for!his!lack!of!civic!mindedness,!and!that!the!patriotic!employees!have!told!me!that!Leclerc!is!a!really!bad!citizen;!that’s!the!truth.75!!!His!‘propos!incivique’,!which!were!by!common!consent!insulting!to!the!nation,!centred,!according!to!at!least!three!witnesses,!on!the!absurdity!of!the!
cartes&de&civisme:!‘Il!se!moque!des!carte!de!civisme’;!‘il!s’en!fout!des!cartes’.!What!could,!in!other!circumstances,!be!seen!as!evidence!of!a!bureaucrat’s!frustration!with!bureaucracy!was!reinterpreted!and!recast!in!the!sinister!light!of!counter>revolution.!The!testimonies!relied!on!the!many!witnesses’!corroboration!of!one!another’s!opinions,!rather!than!an!accumulation!of!evidence.!Each!incident!–!the!rejoicing!in!misfortune,!the!levity,!the!disrespect!for!officialdom!–!appears!to!lend!credence!to!the!next,!but!on!closer!inspection!it!becomes!evident!that!many!anecdotes!were!either!based!on!gossip,!given!extra!ballast!by!the!sheer!weight!of!popular!opinion,!or!were!interpreted!in!the!light!of!Leclerc’s!reputation.!How,!for!example,!could!his!mockery!of!the!clergy!be!considered!an!example!of!incivisme!if!his!character!had!not!already!been!judged!and!found!wanting?76!!!Leclerc’s!personality!was!on!trial,!his!personal!foibles!redefined!as!crimes!under!the!Law!of!Suspects.!As!secrecy!was!suspect!under!the!Terror,!so!the!individual!no!longer!has!a!‘secret’!self,!with!attendant!weaknesses!or!character!traits;!behaviour!outside!the!narrowly!defined!tenets!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!75!Ibid.!‘Je!connais!le!cit.!Leclerc!uniquement!pour!l’avoir!vu!au!Bureau!d’émigrés!...!et!du!fait!qu’!il!travaille!au!1er!et!que!moi!je!suis!au!3ème.!Pour!autant!je!n’ai!jamais!suivi!ses!discours!;!tout!ce!que!je!sais,!c’est!qu’il!a!été!arrêté!plusieurs!fois!pour!cause!d’incivisme!et!que!les!employés!patriotes!…!m’ont!dit!que!ce!Leclerc!était!un!fort!mauvais!citoyen;!voila!la!vérité.’!The!expressions!‘regardé!comme!un!mauvais!citoyen’!and!‘connu!pour!être!un!mauvais!citoyen’!recur!throughout!the!testimonies.!!76!APP!Section!Divers/Section!du!Muséum![s.d.].!‘Un!jour,!Leclerc!a!sorti!de!sa!poche!un!rabat!de!prêtre!qu’il!a!posé!sous!son!menton.!...![L]es!bons!citoyens!ont!rougi.’!!!
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Republicanism!was!now!criminal.!Despite!the!seemingly!daily!acts!of!
incivisme,!and!inappropriate!behaviour,!however,!and!to!the!astonishment!of!Leclerc’s!colleagues,!he!received!the!requisite!documents!attesting!to!his!patriotism.77!How!to!explain!this!discrepancy?!Could!it!have!been!that!the!colleagues!who!initiated!the!accusations!were!guilty!of!disguising!personal!animosities!under!a!cloak!of!civic!duty,!and!the!remaining!witnesses!were!swept!along!on!a!tide!of!‘on!dit’!and!general!consensus?!Or!does!a!society!primed!for!vigilance!find!suspect!behaviour!where!none!exists?!!Bureaucracy!and!official!certification!now!gave!individuals!a!legitimate!reason!for!investigating!the!private!behaviour!of!their!neighbours.!A!decree!of!March!1793!demanded!that!the!names!of!a!building’s!occupants!were!clearly!posted!outside.78!Landlords!and!owners!of!maisons&garnies,&themselves!under!surveillance!because!of!their!transient!occupants,!therefore,!had!a!legitimate!reason!for!knowing!who!was!visiting!their!tenants.!Such!was!the!excuse!given!by!the!landlady!who!made!an!official!complaint!that!her!lodger!had!brought!an!unknown!woman!to!his!room,79!although!we!will!never!know!whether,!prior!to!the!ruling,!she!whispered!behind!her!lodger’s!back!or!simply!turned!a!blind!eye.!Whether!these!new!bureaucratic!and!legal!requirements!compelled!individuals!to!take!an!interest!in!others!despite!themselves,!or!whether!they!were!exploited!by!the!inquisitive!gossip,!the!end!result!was!the!same:!private!behaviour!was!a!matter!of!public!concern,!to!the!extent!that!any!behaviour!enacted!in!private!–!the!very!concept!of!privacy!itself!–!became!suspect.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!77!APP!Section!Divers/Dossier!Jean>Baptiste!Leclerc.!‘J’ai!moi>même!été!surpris,!ainsi!que!mes!collègues,!du!certificat!que!le!comité!lui!a!délivré!après!avoir!entendu!toutes!les!attestations!portées!contre!lui.!Ses!confrères!ont!été!scandalisé!par!le!résultat!du!certificat.’!!78!La&Chronique&du&Mois,!29!mars,!1793,!‘Ou!décrète!que!les!noms!des!citoyens!seront!affichés!à!la!porte!des!maisons!qu’ils!habitent.’!Guittard!de!Floriban!noted!that!this!was!to!be!carried!out!within!three!days.!Journal&de&Célestin&Guittard&de&Floriban,&bourgeois&de&Paris&sous&la&
Révolution.&1791–1796,!p.!140.!!!79!APP!Section!de!Butte!des!Moulins,!25!février,!1793.!!!
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With!the!idea!of!privacy!synonymous!with!secrecy,!and!private!implying!covert,!the!full!glare!of!peer!opinion!fell!on!individual!reputations.!Relying!on!character!judgements!as!evidence!of!criminal!behaviour!became!the!norm.!Witness!accounts!of!what!might!have!amounted!to!no!more!than!a!momentary!indiscretion,!and!which!might!have!taken!place!years!ago,!would!be!dredged!up!as!evidence!of!present!criminality,!with!the!present!accusation!used!in!turn!to!interpret!a!(quite!possibly)!innocuous!incident!of!the!past.!Documents!relating!to!the!arrest!of!one!army!officer,!Citoyen!Attiret,80!in!year!II,!illustrate!the!central!role!of!personal!anecdote!in!denunciation,!and!reveal!how!the!mentality!and!laws!of!radical!Jacobinism!influenced!individual!memory.!Comparing!the!testimonies!against!him!with!his!own!defence!reveals!the!way!in!which!hearsay!and!speculation!were!intrinsic!to!the!culture!of!denunciation.!!
*Attiret’s!case!illustrates!the!relationship!between!individual!personality,!public!reputation!and!perceived!criminality.!The!initial!investigation!was!launched!due!to!‘plusieurs!déportations!contre![sa]!moralité’!which!had!cost!Attiret!the!esteem!of!his!peers!and!compromised!his!position!as!an!army!officer.81!The!various!accusations!against!him!dated!back!to!1790.!They!included!a!lack!of!commitment!to!the!new!constitution,!making!unfavourable!comparisons!between!his!present!situation!and!the!Old!Regime;!singing!royalist!tunes;!and!referring!to!former!Christian!holidays.!The!accusations!veered!wildly!from!the!uncannily!verbatim,!relying!on!total!recall!of!conversations!held!years!before,!and!the!curiously!vague,!referring!repeatedly!to!his!‘ton&moqueur’!or!his!‘unrepublican’!character,!without!providing!specific!detail.!This!latter!is!consistent!with!the!emphasis!given!to!personal!reputation!in!denunciation,!which!carries!a!weight!and!importance!quite!independent!of!the!facts!or!evidence.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!80!AN!AFII49/381/39.!‘Comité!du!Salut!Public.!Copie!de!la!procédure!instruite!contre!le!Citoyen!Attiret,!lieutenant!au!3ème!Bataillon!de!la!54ème!demi!Brigade.!A!l’avant>garde!de!l’armée!du!Rhin,!Le!14!fructidor,!l’an!2!...!Au!Citoyen!Michaud!Général!en!Chef!de!l’armée!du!Rhin.’!!81!Ibid.!‘de!le!dénoncer!comme!ayant!perdu!l’estime!de!ses!camarades!et!de!ne!plus!mériter!sa!place!parmi!eux’.!
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*Further!investigation!reveals!the!true!nature!of!the!accusations:!Attiret!was!essentially!on!trial!for!arrogance;!his!individual!character!traits,!measured!against!the!strict!parameters!of!acceptable!Republican!behaviour,!had!been!found!sadly!inadequate.!His!accusers!recalled!incidents!that!had!taken!place!several!years!before,!and!now!interpreted!them!within!the!moral!framework!of!Jacobinism.!His!mocking!tone,!according!to!accounts,!was!accompanied!by!‘equally!disdainful!gestures’.!His!‘lofty!character!...![was]!not!Republican’,!while!he!disparaged!other!officers!as!‘peasants!and!picklocks’!and!hit!his!young!servant.!Witnesses!reported!having!heard!him!compare!the!Republic!to!a!child!in!a!cradle.!Throughout,!Attiret’s!behaviour!was!evidence!of!his!‘aristocratie’,!characterized!not!only!by!arrogance!and!high>handedness,!but!also!a!frivolity,!a!lightness!of!spirit,!at!odds!with!the!radical!Jacobin.82!!The!Attiret!case!is!revealing!on!several!counts.!It!illustrates!the!way!in!which!the!moral!codes!of!Jacobinism!were!retrospectively!fitted!to!the!earlier,!less!radical!phase!of!the!Revolution.!In!so!doing,!it!meant!that!previous!behaviour!could!be!‘denounced’!as!counter>revolutionary!according!to!a!set!of!criteria!that!had!not!yet!been!established;!the!rules,!as!it!were,!had!been!changed!mid>match.!It!also!demonstrates!the!relationship!between!morality!and!the!respect!of!one’s!peers.!At!the!military!tribunal,!Attiret!was!not!investigated!for!counter>revolutionary!behaviour!but!for!moral!laxity,!a!characteristic!that!had!the!potential!to!undermine!the!confidence!of!his!men.!The!importance!of!an!army!officer’s!reputation!and!its!impact!on!his!ability!to!lead!was!not!new!to!the!Revolution;!in!such!a!context!the!perception!of!reputation!is!as!significant!as!actual!deed!if!it!affects!the!way!in!which!others!might!respond!to!his!command.!However,!the!military!investigation!into!Attiret’s!behaviour!corresponds!with!the!mechanics!of!denunciation!in!a!larger!Revolutionary!context,!particularly!regarding!the!nature!of!the!evidence!provided!and!the!significance!it!was!accorded.!Many!of!the!testimonies!depended!on!absolute!recall!of!dialogue,!from!several!years!earlier,!which!was!then!newly!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!82!This!would!seem!to!confirm!Antoine!de!Baecque’s!observation!that!the!revolutionaries!found!nothing!amusing!about!Republicanism.!Les&Éclats&de&Rire:&La&Culture&des&rieurs&au&
XVIIIème&siècle!(Paris:!Calman>Lévy,!2000).!
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interpreted!through!the!puritanical!prism!of!Jacobinism!and!often!completely!at!odds!with!the!motive!described!by!the!accused.!Other!of!the!testimonies!seemed!to!confirm!a!general!feeling,!an!‘on!dit’,!which!only!stood!up!to!scrutiny!if!the!initial!allegations!were,!indeed,!watertight,!creating!a!kind!of!closed>circuit!of!mutually!corroborating!evidence.!!However,!despite!the!numerous!witness!accounts!seeming!to!verify!Attiret’s!reputation!for!arrogance!and!mockery,!the!military!tribunal!suspected!that!it!was!based!on!the!hearsay!of!‘quelques!personnes!malintentionnées’;!that!despite!the!many!testimonies!supporting!a!specific!interpretation!of!his!character,!each!alleged!infraction!had!only!one!eye>witness.!The!military!tribunal!did!not!find!enough!evidence!to!convict!him,!and!he!was!sent!to!a!civil!tribunal,!who!took!a!more!robust!view!of!the!evidence!and!placed!him!under!house!arrest.83!The!evidence!would!indeed!suggest!that!he!had!lost!the!respect!of!his!peers;!it!was,!after!all,!his!peers!who!provided!the!evidence.!But!this!itself!is!problematic,!and!points!to!a!larger!conundrum!at!the!heart!of!denunciation!culture:!when!an!individual’s!reputation!is!under!investigation,!the!witness!account!simultaneously!provides!the!evidence!as!well!as!calling!the!reputation!into!being;!even!scant!or!erroneous!evidence!will!conjure!a!narrative!that!reflects!on!the!public!perception!of!the!individual,!essentially!creating!a!new!reputation!before!the!tribunal.!What,!essentially,!is!a!reputation!apart!from!what!others!say!or!believe!to!be!true!about!another?!The!power!of!‘on!dit’,!therefore!–!of!what!‘they!say’!about!the!accused!–!becomes!potentially!limitless!in!the!denunciation!process.!Attiret’s!defence!acknowledged!this.!!Attiret!argued!that!his!enemies!(‘les!laches’)!had!acted!out!of!jealousy!and!spite.84!In!his!defence!he!provided!a!dossier!of!witness!statements!attesting!to!his!patriotism!and!good!character,!and!describing!how!he!had!ascended!the!ranks!of!the!army!to!lieutenant,!a!position!which!he!carried!out!like!a!true!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!83!AN!AFII49/381/39.!‘Un!homme!comme!lui!ne!peut!être!qu’un!très!mauvais!exemple!dans!un!corps:!arrêtent.’!!84!Ibid.!‘[M]es!dénonciateurs!n’ont!été!guidé!que!par!une!basse!jalousie!et!ne!sont!que!des!vils!calomniateurs.’!!
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Republican.!His!account!emphasised!the!qualities!that!are!familiar!from!many!such!defences!and!personal!attestations,!citing!personal!characteristics!of!bravery,!zeal,!and!energy.85!As!Chapter!V!described,!the!introduction!of!cartes&
de&civisime!and!other!official!documentation!provided!an!approved!set!of!character!traits!essential!to!Republicanism,!which!all!aspiring!citizens!must!demonstrate,!and!more!importantly,!be!known!to!demonstrate,!in!order!to!receive!the!required!paperwork.!That!chapter!set!out!to!illustrate!how!citizens!increasingly!described!themselves!according!to!those!characteristics.!Attiret’s!choice!of!adjectives!to!describe!both!his!fitness!for!the!position!of!officer!and!his!commitment!to!the!Revolution!is!another!example!of!this!tendency.!!According!to!Attiret’s!account,!his!service!and!character!had!never!been!in!doubt,!up!until!the!time!he!was!considered!for!promotion!to!captain.!The!warning!of!an!impending!denunciation!followed!shortly!after,!based,!initially,!on!vague!allegations!that!threatened!to!cast!doubt!on!his!patriotism.86!!From!the!point!of!the!accused,!a!whispered!smear!campaign!could!undermine!his!company’s!morale!just!as!successfully!as!a!tribunal.!In!his!defence,!Attiret!described!how!his!actions!had!been!misinterpreted,!drawing!attention!to!the!fact!that!those!making!the!accusations!and!the!eye>witnesses!were!one!and!the!same.!The!only!independent!witness!his!accusers!were!able!to!produce!issued!a!statement!containing!only!‘vague!and!indifferent’!claims.87!Attiret!described!how!his!comments!had!been!intentionally!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!85!Ibid.!‘Ma!direction!suivit!les!principes!et!l’énergie!qui!caractérisent!un!vrai!républicain;!j’ai!été!pendant!une!campagne!entière!à!la!tête!d’un!détachement!de!tirailleurs!et!je!ne!crains!pas!d’avouer!que!j’ai!fais!preuve!d’une!bravoure!rare;!enfin!–!il!y!avait!quelques!méchants!qui!étaient!mes!dénonciateurs,!mes!ennemis,!mais!ils!ne!me!reprochent!rien!sur!mon!service.!Ce!silence!fait!sans!doute!mon!éloge.’!!!86!Ibid.!‘[U]n!de!mes!dénonciateurs!…!disait!qu’il!y!avait!une!dénonciation!à!porter!contre!moi!et!promit!des!informations!sur!mon!patriotisme.!La!dénonciation!ne!tarda!pas!à!paraitre.’!!87!Ibid.!‘[I]l!n’y!a!qu’un!seul!témoin!pour!chacun![des!faits]!et!ces!témoins!sont!les!dénonciateurs!eux>mêmes.!Si!j’avais!manifesté!des!sentiments!contraires!à!la!révolution,!alors!toute!ma!compagnie,!tout!mon!Bataillon,!ne!s’en!seraient>ils!pas!aperçu?!Alors!qu’en!réalité!mes!dénonciateurs!n’ont!pu!trouver!qu’un!seul!témoin…et!si!vous!regardez!sa!déposition,!vous!pouvez!constater!qu’elle!elle!ne!porte!que!sur!des!faits!indifférents!et!vagues.’!!!
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misconstrued,!with,!for!example,!his!comparison,!made!years!earlier,!of!the!Republic!to!a!child!in!its!cradle!not!an!insult!to!the!nation,!but!an!innocuous!–!arguably!accurate!–!reference!to!its!then!infancy.!The!darker!interpretation!provided!by!the!witness,!Attiret!presumed,!was!prompted!either!by!‘complaisance’!or!by!fear!of!his!denunciators!–!this!latter!a!strong!motivation!to!prevent!being!the!target!of!denunciation!oneself.!The!denunciation!against!Attiret!relied!on!an!accumulation!of!repeated!allegations.!In!isolation,!it!might!have!been!possible!to!dismiss!or!ignore!completely!individual!incidents,!but!collectively!they!contributed!to!a!slow!drip!of!innuendo,!which,!taken!together!could!cast!even!the!most!anodyne!behaviour!in!a!sinister!light.!Despite!insufficient!evidence!to!send!the!accused!to!the!Revolutionary!tribunal,!these!insinuations!succeeded!in!destroying!his!reputation,!and!after!12!years!of!service!Attiret!was!decommissioned,!sentenced!to!live!under!house!arrest!indefinitely.88!His!description!of!the!verdict!as!‘a!thousand!times!more!cruel!than!death’!was!not!mere!hyperbole;!such!a!fate!represented!the!complete!annihilation!of!his!reputation:!‘The!representatives!of!the!people!...!declared!that!I!should!be!seen!as!suspect!in!the!eyes!of!the!French!nation.’!The!success!of!the!denunciation!had!cast!out!the!suspect!from!society,!forced!forever!to!live!on!the!margins.!‘Suspect’!is!no!longer!a!temporary!condition,!to!be!tried!through!a!court!of!law!with!the!possibility!of!resolution,!it!is!a!life!sentence.!If,!prior!to!the!Terror,!outsiders!were!seen!as!suspect,!even!in!such!densely!populated!neighbourhoods!as!that!of!Paris,!with!the!Law!of!September!22,!suspects!became!outsiders!–!ostracised!if!not!physically!excised!from!the!community.!!In!concluding!his!defence,!Attiret!warned!the!tribunal!against!giving!undue!weight!to!hearsay!motivated!by!personal!animosity.!He!called!on!the!Convention!to!recognise!accusations!such!as!these!as!calumny:!!! If!this!decision!was!not!revoked,!the!cruel!will!dominate!our!society.!They!will!take!pleasure!in!denouncing!the!most!honest!people.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!88!Ibid.!‘[I]l!doit!être!regardé!comme!suspect!aux!yeux!de!la!nation!française.!Un!homme!comme!lui!ne!peut!être!considéré!que!comme!un!très!mauvais!exemple!dans!un!corps:!arrêté.’!!
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But!with!a!return!to!justice,!I!hope!that!the!National!Convention!will!make!reference!to!my!case,!and!recognise!in!the!denunciation!nothing!but!a!vile!calumny.89!!!The!evidence!used!against!Attiret!was!a!collection!of!personal!recollections,!anecdote!and!gossip,!relating!to!incidents!dating!back!several!years.!Although!unable!to!plead!his!case!before!the!Revolutionary!tribunal,!Attiret!expressed!confidence!that,!had!he!been!able!to!do!so,!he!would!have!proven!his!accusers!to!be!nothing!but!‘vile!calumniators!...!driven!by!base!jealousy’.!This!tension!between!denunciations!and!counter>accusations!of!calumny!occurred!frequently!in!witness!statements.!Attiret’s!defence,!based!on!undermining!the!credibility!of!his!accusers!by!in!turn!accusing!them!of!calumny,!was!a!fairly!common!one.!For!those!whose!‘crime’!was!based!on!peer!assessment!of!their!character,!in!many!cases!their!only!recourse!was!to!cast!doubt!on!the!character!of!their!accusers.!!!Attiret’s!denunciation!was!based!on!others’!interpretation!of!specific!incidents,!none!of!which,!in!themselves,!might!be!construed!as!counter>revolutionary,!but!accumulatively,!and!given!a!malicious!interpretation,!seemed!to!create!a!character!assessment!of!someone!unfit!to!be!an!army!officer.!His!case!illustrates!how!rumour,!whether!unsubstantiated!or!categorically!disproved,!is!as!powerful!as!incontrovertible!evidence,!and!even!can!serve!as!evidence!itself:!accused!of!having!lost!the!confidence!of!his!subordinates!and!peers,!the!existence!of!the!rumours!are!proof!of!a!lack!of!confidence.!The!circularity!of!the!argument!is!impregnable.!!The!denunciation!of!one!Citoyen!de!Maimard!on!28!October!1793!was!even!more!generalised,!based!on!a!collective!opinion!that!seemed!to!gain!momentum!with!each!additional!signature.90!!Maimard!was!not!accused!of!counter>revolutionary!activity!per&se;!indeed!signatories!made!a!point!of!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!89!Ibid.!‘Si!ce!type!de!cette!décision!n’était!pas!révoqué,!les!méchants!domineraient!dans!la!société.!Ils!prendraient!plaisir!à!dénoncer!les!plus!braves!gens.!Mais!la!justice!ayant!reprit!son!empire,!j’espère!que!la!Convention!Nationale!saura!se!faire!rapport!de!mon!affaire,!et!qu’elle!ne!verra!dans!la!dénonciation!qu’une!calomnie!atroce.’!!!90!AN!AFII49/380/31.!!
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citing!a!distinct!lack!of!counter>revolutionary!behaviour,!but!that!was,!in!itself,!held!up!as!an!example!of!his!general!lassitude!and!lack!of!commitment!to!any!principle!beyond!his!own!self>interest:!!! de!Maimard!is!neither!friend!nor!enemy!of!the!Republic.!A!complete!egotist,!he!has!said!on!many!occasions,!in!the!hearing!of!others,!that!he!would!serve!neither!king!nor!country,!but!himself,!and!only!in!order!to!claim!his!pension!...!He!cares!about!himself!too!much!to!take!measures!against!the!state,!and!he!cares!too!little!about!the!state!to!serve!it!as!he!should.91!
*And,!as!with!Attiret,!these!personal!failings!making!him!an!unfit!leader,!having!lost!the!esteem!of!his!peers:!! He!is!not!a!counter>revolutionary!but!he!is!even!less!a!good!citizen.!He!isn’t!a!traitor,!but!one!could!prove!he!is!a!bad!leader,!with!no!interest!in!his!subordinates,!and!having!no!esteem!for,!friendship!with!or!trust!in!anyone.92!!As!with!Attiret’s!case,!personal!integrity!and!professional!suitability!were!inseparable!from!the!values!of!Republicanism,!Maimard!was!not!accused!of!specific!counter>revolutionary!behaviour:!there!was!no!mention!of!the!vague!but!all>purpose!accusation!of!complots!or!other!behaviours!typical!of!the!traitor,!nor!was!he!accused!of!financial!or!moral!corruption!–!the!usual!tropes!of!denunciation.!Instead,!his!lack!of!commitment!to!any!ideology!was!his!ultimate!failing:!! [I]n!the!three!years!he!has!been!here!in!the!corps,!he!has!shown!no!spark!;!no!indication!...!of!virtue.!In!short,![he!is]!too!narrow>minded,!too!ignorant!and!too!inflexible!to!take!part!in!a!Revolution!provoked!by!the!misfortunes!of!the!people!...!and!carried!out!from!a!love!of!liberty.93!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!91!Ibid.!‘de!Maimard!n’est!bon!à!présenter!ni!aux!amis,!ni!aux!ennemis!de!la!République.!Égoïste!avant!tout,!il!a!déclaré!plusieurs!fois!en!présence!des!témoins!qu’il!ne!servait!ni!pour!le!roi,!ni!pour!la!nation,!mais!pour!lui>même!seulement,!mais!uniquement!pour!atteindre!à!la!pension!attribuée!à!l’époque!de!longe!service.!Il!s’aime!trop!pour!ne!rien!entreprendre!contre!l’état,!et!il!aime!trop!peu!l’état!pour!le!servir!comme!il!devrait.’!!92!Ibid.!‘Il!n’est!pas!contre>révolutionnaire,!et!il!n’est!encore!moins!un!bon!citoyen.!Il!n’est!pas!un!traitre,!mais!on!peut!démontrer!qu’il!est!un!mauvais!chef,!n’ayant!aucun!intérêt!pour!ses!subordonnés,!et!n’ayant!ni!estime,!amitié,!ou!confiance!pour!personne.’!!93!Ibid.!‘[D]epuis!trois!ans!qu’il!est!ici!au!corps,!il!n’a!montré!aucune!preuve!de!lumière;!aucun!indice!...!de!vertu;!...!Enfin,![il!est]!trop!borné,!trop!ignorant,!et!trop!impassible!pour!
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!The!short,!one>page!letter!is!followed!by!three!pages!of!closely!written!signatures.!On!sheer!number!alone,!Maimard!could!not!dismiss!the!accusations!as!mere!jealousy.!That!is!not!to!say,!however,!that!numbers!should!be!taken!as!proof!of!guilt,!merely!that!many!colleagues!were!willing!to!express!their!belief!in!his!guilt!and!to!commit!to!it!in!writing.!Of!those!signatures,!many!may!have!found!it!politically!expedient!to!agree!with!the!majority,!particularly!given!the!nebulous!nature!of!the!accusations.!Others!may!have!been!swayed!by!the!volume!of!signatures,!illustrating!a!facet!of!Allport!and!Postman’s!‘snowballing’!effect!of!rumour,!which!gains!momentum!exponentially!with!rising!numbers!of!participants.!!As!personal!characteristics!and!private!behaviour!were!increasingly!held!up!to!public!scrutiny,!the!accused!often!countered!their!denunciations!by!claiming!their!accusers!were!motivated!by!jealousy.!The!lofty!ideals!suggested!by!the!call!for!all!good!citizens!to!observe!and!report,!driven!by!a!common!cause!to!serve!the!Republic!and!protect!it!from!its!enemies,!was!in!danger!of!being!reduced!to!petty!rivalries!and!animosities.!Whether!driven!by!genuine!concern!for!the!safety!of!the!Republic,!malice!or!envy,!these!personal!statements!could!destroy!a!reputation!and!lead!to!imprisonment.!The!solution!for!the!accused!was!to!attempt!to!unmask!as!conspirators!those!accusing!others!of!conspiracy.!The!language!of!denunciation!and!counter>denunciation,!accusation!and!defence,!reoccurs!in!an!ever>decreasing!spiral!as!suspects!attempt!to!cast!their!accusers!in!an!equally!bad!light,!in!turn!undermining!their!reputations!and!integrity.!
*Characteristic!of!such!defences!is!a!letter!written!by!one!Citoyen!Rabaliati!on!22!prairial,!year!II,!detained!with!his!wife!in!the!Luxembourg!prison!for!unspecified!crimes.94!In!protesting!their!innocence,!he!called!for!a!collective!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!prendre!une!part!active!à!une!révolution!provoquée!par!les!malheurs!du!peuple!...!et!exécutée!par!un!amour!pour!la!liberté.’!!!94!AN!W93.!Conspiration!du!Luxembourg.!!
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vigilance!against!those!who!had!denounced!them.!The!Jacobin!rhetoric!of!plots!and!conspiracy,!of!a!collective!call!to!‘unmask’!the!shadowy!conspirators!threatening!the!Revolution,!was!now!been!redeployed!and!directed!at!the!denouncers:!!! We!are!the!victims!of!the!jealousy!of!others.!There!is!no!doubt!about!it,!my!brothers!!Prepare!to!unmask!them,!and!rest!assured!that!you!will!have!served!both!justice!and!humanity...95!!In!this!example,!personal!jealousies!have!been!elevated!to!a!universal!threat,!an!abstraction!wielding!the!same!power!as!‘on!dit’!against!the!twin!pillars!of!truth!and!justice.!The!struggle!to!refute!one’s!accusers!became!a!kind!of!war!of!attrition,!in!which!claims!and!counter>claims!were!produced!to!discredit!the!accuser!whilst!restoring!the!reputation!of!the!suspect.!Many!such!documents!referred!to!the!‘jealousy’!of!others,!a!general!defence!that!was!difficult!to!prove!or!disprove.!Less!frequently,!there!were!references!to!specific!disputes.!One!such!example!is!illustrated!by!the!dossier!of!one!Citoyen!Joubert,!a!wineseller,!in!which!it!was!claimed!he!was!the!victim!of!a!vendetta.!Over!thirty!documents!attesting!to!his!patriotism!were!supplied!to!the!authorities!in!his!defence,!including!his!carte&de!civisme;!a!carte&de&
logement;!a!personal!statement!listing!all!revolutionary!activities!from!1789,!including!an!attestation!of!his!participation!in!the!events!of!10!August;!statements!from!his!section!(Guillaume!Tell)!and!a!covering!letter!describing!his!reputation!as!a!good!father!and!husband.!Despite!the!support!from!his!community!and!peers,!however,!he!had!been!imprisoned!in!the!Conciergerie!on!the!word!of!one!Brocheton,!newly!installed!as!commissioner!of!Joubert’s!section,!who!had!held!a!grudge!against!Joubert!ever!since!the!latter!had!been!called!as!a!witness!against!him!in!an!earlier!dispute.96!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!95!‘Nous!sommes!victimes!de!la!jalousie!de!quelques!individus.!Il!n’y!a!pas!à!en!douter,!mes!frères!!Prêtez>vous!à!les!démasquer,!et!soyez!convaincus,!que!vous!aurez!servis!en!même!temps!et!la!justice!et!l’humanité’.!!96!AN!W93.!Lettre!du!21!messidor,!an!II.!!
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Dossiers!such!as!these!support!the!thesis!argued!by!Alex!Fairfax>Cholmeley!that,!far!from!being!passive!victims!of!the!Revolutionary!tribunal,!those!under!arrest!conducted!spirited!campaigns!to!clear!their!names,!aided!by!their!peers!and!families,!and!employing!the!system!of!accreditation!and!certification!that!the!government!had!put!in!place.97!Yet,!as!the!case!of!Joubert!illustrates,!despite!the!necessary!certificates,!attestations,!and!the!support!of!his!section,!when!it!came!to!denunciations,!the!power!of!‘on!dit’!was!on!an!equal!footing!with!even!the!most!concrete!proof!of!Republican!commitment.!The!authorities!were!in!a!paradoxical!situation:!on!the!one!hand,!the!demands!for!certification!and!demonstrable!proof!of!patriotism!should!have!allowed!‘enemies!of!the!Republic’!to!be!identified!with!ease;!on!the!other,!the!nebulous!nature!of!denunciation!was!allowed!to!undermine!even!the!most!tangible!evidence!of!patriotic!commitment,!as!though!the!authenticity!of!the!Republic!itself!was!under!suspicion.!*!While!rumours!led!to!denunciations,!rumours!about!denunciations!were!also!a!great!cause!of!anxiety,!as!an!incident!reported!in!the!Section!des!Piques!over!several!days!early!in!messidor,!year!II,!illustrates.98!The!complainant,!Citoyen!Lemarchand,!recounted!how!one!Citoyen!Rouan!told!a!crowded!café!that!Lemarchand!was!due!to!appear!before!the!Revolutionary!Tribunal!in!a!few!days!and!would!be!guillotined.99!When!asked!to!explain!himself!at!his!section,!Rouan!was!unable!to!confirm!which!‘Lemarchand’!he!had!been!referring!to,!suggesting!that!the!maligned!party!in!the!café!was!guilty!only!in!sharing!the!same!name!as!the!unfortunate!suspect!due!to!appear!before!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!97!Alex!Fairfax>Cholmeley,!‘Reassessing!Revolutionary!Justice:!Suspects,!the!Paris!Revolutionary!Tribunal!and!the!Terror!in!France,!1793–4’!(unpublished!PhD!thesis,!Queen!Mary!University!of!London,!2011).!!98!APP,!Section!des!Piques!3,!5!and!7!messidor,!an!II.!‘Déclaration!faite!par!le!citoyen!Lemarchand,!menuisier,!contre!le!nommé!Rouen,!menuisier,!pour!avoir!dit!que!le!dit!citoyen!Lemarchand!irait!à!la!guillotine.’!!99!The!importance!of!the!number!of!witnesses!to!insult!or!other!verbal!infractions!was!discussed!in!Chapter!V.!!
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tribunal.100!Yet!idle!speculation!such!as!this!could!have!serious!repercussions,!both!for!the!accused!and!his!entirely!innocent!namesake.!The!report,!too,!illustrates!how!quickly!gossip!turned!to!rumour,!both!in!the!casual!exchanges!of!the!café,!and!in!the!process!of!the!investigation!itself.101!Following!Lemarchand’s!complaint,!witnesses!were!called!upon!to!interpret!a!conversation!they!had!overheard,!but!not!necessarily!taken!part!in!themselves,!while!the!source!of!the!(mis)information,!Rouan,!was!himself!uncertain!of!the!identity!of!his!subject.!!!The!café!incident!above!illustrates!the!difficulty!in!policing!talk!about!arrests!and!denunciations.!An!arrest!in!the!night,!or!speculation!about!a!verdict,!would!naturally!lead!to!gossip!and!conjecture,!which!might!in!turn!affect!the!outcome!for!the!accused.!The!denunciation!of!the!bureaucrat!Leclerc!mentioned!above!demonstrates!the!influence!of!group!consensus!on!an!individual’s!reputation.!Even!those!colleagues!with!no!direct!contact!with!the!accused!did!not!hesitate!to!discuss!what!they!had!heard!of!his!behaviour,!with!the!result!that!the!group’s!perception!of!the!individual!carries!as!much!weight!as!eye>witness!statements.!Likewise,!speculation!in!a!café,!in!the!hearing!of!a!group!who!may!or!may!not!be!agreed!on!the!identity!of!the!suspect,!could!lead!to!unnecessary!alarm,!suspicion!and!guilt!by!association.!!Denunciation>led!rumours!could!present!problems!for!the!authorities!in!other!ways,!particularly!when!rumours!led!to!crowd!action!or!riots.!Citizens!might!be!encouraged!to!observe,!spy!and!denounce,!but!they!must!do!so!within!the!framework!of!bureaucracy,!not!with!such!enthusiasm!that!they!cause!rioting.!A!report!in!the!Section!des!Droits!de!l’Homme!illustrates!the!authorities’!attempts!to!curtail!the!kind!of!vocal!denunciations!that!could!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!100!APP,!Section!des!Piques!3,!5!and!7!messidor,!an!II.!‘[I]l!lui!répondit!qu’il!ne!savait!pas!si!c’était!celui!de!la!rue!Saint!Martin!ou!un!autre,!mais!qu’il!croyait!que!c’était!celui!qui!avait!travaillé!à!la!Convention.’!!101!The!role!of!the!police!and!police!procedures!in!perpetuating!rumour!has!been!identified!by!Arlette!Farge!and!Jacques!Revel,!The&Vanishing&Children&of&Paris:&Rumor&and&Politics&before&
the&French&Revolution,&trans.!Claudia!Miéville!(Cambridge,!MA:!Harvard!University!Press,!1991)!who!observe!that!in!reporting!on!rumours!the!police!become!part!of!the!process!that!calls!them!in!to!being.!!
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lead!to!rumour!and!unrest.102!The!report!details!the!investigation!of!one!Citoyen!Dariencour,!who!announced,!on!the!doorstep!of!a!local!butcher,!that!some!customers!were!given!preferential!treatment!at!the!expense!of!others.103!Following!the!issuing!of!cards!and!coupons!to!purchase!essential!goods!in!May!1793,!public!accusations!of!bribery!or!favouritism!outside!shops!or!in!markets!could!have!immediate!repercussions,!inflaming!already!volatile!situations.!Denunciations!relating!to!the!alleged!dishonesty!of!merchants!are!a!common!occurrence!in!the!archives,!from!short!changing,!inaccurate!weighing!and!compromised!quality!of!goods,!to!ignoring!the!correct!procedures!regarding!cards,!coupons!and!rationing,!all!of!which!was!welcome!information!for!the!authorities.!This!incident!is!different,!however,!in!that!it!implicates!the!authorities!themselves:!Dariencour’s!complaint!against!the!butcher!implied!there!was!a!two>tier!system!of!provisioning,!a!suggestion,!the!police!concluded,!that!intentionally!put!the!authorities!in!a!bad!light.!!Accusing!those!who!criticised!the!government!of!calumny!stifled!debate!and!criminalised!dissent.!This!incident!frames!that!argument!within!the!context!of!counter>revolution,!with!the!authorities!arguing!that!for!Dariencour!to!claim!such!inequity!and!cronyism!is!a!greater!act!of!counter>revolution!than!the!alleged!act!itself.!Fortunately!for!Dariencour,!he!was!found!not!guilty!of!making!a!false!denunciation,!nor!of!uttering!calumnies!against!the!authorities.!Nonetheless,!it!was!of!the!utmost!importance!that!his!allegation!was!noted!in!official!records!as!false,!in!order!to!quell!any!potential!rumours!of!corruption!or!favouritism!among!the!authorities.!!!!Others!who!made!complaints!or!criticised!authority!were!less!fortunate!and!were!arrested!for!‘dénonciations!calomnieux’.!One!Citoyen!Lagneau,!speaking!at!the!Convention!on!behalf!of!a!fellow!citizen!waiting!for!aid!from!the!Comité&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!102!APP!Section!des!Droits!de!l’Homme,!3!prairial,!an!II.!‘Arrestation!d’un!particulier!pour!des!propos!qui!tendent!à!exciter!la!tumulte.’!!!103!Ibid.!‘[L]es!citoyens!remplaçants!...!avaient!de!la!bonne!viande!tous!les!jours,!tandis!que!depuis!longtemps![le!cit!Dariencour]!n’avait!...!jamais!de!quoi!faire!un!pot!au!feu.’!
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de&secours,!was!called!the!next!day!to!explain!himself!to!his!section’s!revolutionary!committee,!who!had!interpreted!his!comments!as!a!‘denunciation’!of!their!(in)!ability!to!carry!out!their!duties.!When!questioned,!he!said!he!had!no!denunciation!to!make!of!any!of!its!members,!yet,!to!be!forced!to!appear!before!the!authorities,!to!account!for!his!public!speech!in!this!way,!had!potentially!chilling!repercussions!on!the!decreasing!limits!of!free!speech!and!the!need!for!self>censorship.104!!!Although!accusations!of!false!denunciations!and!calumny!curtailed!criticism!of!authority!and!restricted!legitimate!debate,!it!was!also!a!means!by!which!individuals!could!attempt!to!claw!back!what!shreds!remained!of!their!ruined!reputations,!by!turning!the!tables!on!their!accusers.!Whether!the!denunciation!itself!was!a!direct!accusation!or!relied!on!a!more!subtle!combination!of!insinuation!and!innuendo,!the!defence!relied!on!a!particular!model:!the!accused!would!provide!proof!of!the!generic!qualities!of!un&bon&
patriote,!through!relevant!certificates!and!character!references,!as!well!as!providing!more!specific!evidence!of!personal!commitment!to!the!Revolution,!whether,!for!example,!as!a!proven!vainqueur&de&la&Bastille,!or!as!a!bon&père&de&
famille.!The!appearance!of!these!documents!suggest!a!correlation!between!the!increasingly!nebulous!content!of!the!denunciations!and!a!correspondingly!formalised!set!of!criteria!for!the!defence.!As!the!qualities!and!behaviour!expected!of!a!good!patriot!became!more!exaggerated,!the!accusations!against!them!became!ever!more!generic!and!less!defined.!At!the!same!time,!by!providing!evidence!of!one’s!own!unimpeachable!integrity,!one!could!immediately!cast!doubt!on!that!of!the!denouncer,!as!though!the!two!could!only!exist!as!polar!opposites!of!one!another.!Such!encounters!are!further!evidence!of!the!extent!to!which!the!unnuanced!rhetoric!of!radical!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!104!APP!Section!de!Muséum,!11!germinal,!an!II.!‘Déclaration!d’un!citoyen!qui!dit!n’avoir!aucune!dénonciation!à!faire!contre!les!membres!du!comité!révolutionnaire.!Le!citoyen!Lagneau!s’est!présenté!au!comité!civil!et!le!comité!l’a!invité!à!dénoncer!les!membres!du!comité!...!et!du!comité!révolutionnaire!de!la!section!...!contre!lesquels!il!aurait!porté!des!plaintes!pour!faute!de!négligence!dans!leurs!fonctions.!...!Lagneau!répondit!qu’il!n’avait!aucune!reproche!à!leur!faire!...!et!que!s’il!avait!parlé!hier!dans!l’assemblée!générale!en!faveur!d’une!citoyenne!qui!lui!avait!dit!avoir!de!grands!besoins,!et!que!s’il!avait!pensé!que!le!comité!de!secours!...!était!sur!le!point!de!finir!son!travail!et!de!distribuer!les!secours.!...[I]l!n’aurait!pas!...!demandé!à!l’assemblée!générale!à!ce!que!les!secours!lui!soient!donnés.’*
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Jacobinism!influenced!the!self>perception!of!ordinary!citizens,!providing!a!moral!framework!within!which!one!could!measure!one’s!own!actions!against!others,!and!an!accessible!set!of!criteria!with!which!one!could!judge!and!be!judged.!!!A!limited!comparison!of!the!Police!Archives!between!1792!and!year!III!suggests!that!in!the!months!leading!up!to!Thermidor!there!was!an!increase!in!accusations!of!false!denunciations.!This!has!several!implications:!that!the!government’s!program!to!encourage!surveillance!of!one’s!fellows,!influenced!by!the!paranoid!rhetoric!of!radical!Jacobinism,!was!taken!up!with!such!enthusiasm!by!its!citizens!that!a!kind!of!denunciation!mania!took!place;!that!this!increase!in!denunciations!emboldened!the!accused!to!mount!their!own!attacks,!by!undermining!the!credibility!of!their!accusers!before!their!own!cases!could!be!heard;!and!finally,!that!the!seriousness!of!the!crime!of!false!denunciation!was!a!belated!attempt!to!rein!in!the!policy!that!had!so!encouraged!a!reliance!on!speculation,!suspicion!and!rumour!as!evidence.!
*These!spirited!defences!were!not!only!between!ordinary!citizens!and!neighbours.!Accusing!officials!of!false!denunciations!and!calumnies!suggests!a!robust!attitude!to!self>preservation.!In!brumaire!year!II,!the!Section!de!Fidélité!reported!a!lengthy!complaint!against!a!police!administrator!who!had,!in!a!meeting!of!the!Commune,!accused!the!complainant!of!being!an!aristocrat!and!one!of!Pitt’s!agents.!There!was!no!worse!calumny,!the!complainant!continued,!and!it!was!based!on!no!proof!whatsoever,!but!was!capable!of!doing!irreparable!harm!to!his!reputation.!But!counter>accusations!against!officials!were!themselves!high!risk:!because!making!false!denunciations!was!a!crime,!to!accuse!another!of!making!a!false!denunciation!was!potentially!defamatory.!Suspects,!therefore,!were!in!a!precarious!position:!when!defending!and!maintaining!one’s!own!reputation!relied!to!a!large!degree!on!maligning!another,!there!was!always!the!possibility!they!might!be!accused!of!committing!further!infractions,!e.g.!calumniating!another!in!the!process!of!defending!themselves.!Similarly,!the!individual!making!the!denunciation!would!have!to!be!confident!that!their!own!credentials!could!withstand!close!
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scrutiny.!A!witness!called!before!the!revolutionary!tribunal!in!ventôse,!year!II,!came!under!investigation!himself!for!his!‘violente!et!apparente!aristocratie’,!whose!testimony!was!suspected!of!being!exaggerated!for!his!own!reasons!and!was!therefore!‘of!limited!use’.105!!Although!the!culture!of!denunciation!might!seem!to!favour!those!who!best!fulfilled!–!or!appeared!to!fulfil!–!the!criteria!of!a!good!Republican!patriot,!this!was!not!always!the!case.!Even!a!humble!pedlar,!characteristically!on!the!margins!of!society!and!thus,!as!discussed!in!Chapter!II,!with!more!reasons!than!many!to!avoid!the!authorities,!was!confident!enough!of!his!innocence!to!bring!a!counter>accusation!of!false!denunciation!and!calumny!against!three!individuals!who!had!accused!him!of!dealing!in!goods!for!which!he!had!no!permit.106!This!raises!the!possibility!that!the!system!could!have!been!beneficial!for!those!who!needed!to!re>establish!a!damaged!reputation!–!if!their!accusers!were!found!guilty!of!false!denunciations,!so!much!the!better!for!the!exonerated!party.!For!many,!however,!an!official!exoneration!was!only!just!part!of!the!process!of!rehabilitating!one’s!reputation.!Many!individuals!demanded!published!retractions!or!posters!to!clear!their!names!of!any!residual!suspicion.!!!Post>Thermidor!this!cycle!of!accusation!and!counter>accusation!took!on!another!dimension,!as!those!who!had!performed!their!civic!duty!under!the!Jacobin!regime!now!came!under!fire,!described!as!‘mouchards’!and!held!responsible!for!the!deaths!of!many!patriots.107!Contributing!to!these!denunciations,!as!Baczko!describes!in!Ending&the&Terror,!were!the!rumours!of!Jacobin!atrocities!which!now!circulated!in!the!place!of!the!counter>revolutionary!suspicions!that!had!reached!their!peak!under!the!Terror.!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!105!AN!W76,!doc.!143.!‘Déclaration!de!témoin.’!!106!APP!Section!d’Arcis,!11!frimaire,!an!II.!‘Plainte!contre!trois!particuliers!qui!ont!dénoncé!le!plaignant!comme!vendeur!d’argent.’!!107!APP!Section!des!Tuileries,!12!fructidor,!an!II.!‘Plainte!contre!un!particulier!qui!a!appelé!le!plaignant!mouchard!du!Comité!de!Sûreté!Générale.’!
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The!role!of!rumour!within!the!Jacobin!culture!of!denunciation!was!complex!and!ultimately!paradoxical.!On!the!one!hand,!the!criteria!by!which!patriotism!and!republican!duty!could!be!assessed!and!proven!was,!in!theory,!transparent!and!comprehensible,!allowing!patriots!to!identify!themselves!and!be!identified!by!others.!However,!increasing!requests!to!be!ever!vigilant!and!aware!of!potentially!counter>revolutionary!behaviour!created!a!climate!of!suspicion!that!ran!concurrently!with!the!avowed!cult!of!transparency,!with!the!result!that!anything!that!was!not!public!was!immediately!considered!suspect.!This!suspicion!of!the!private!extended!beyond!activities!and!behaviour!conducted!behind!closed!doors,!to!the!private!self,!ultimately!casting!the!notion!of!individuality!itself!in!a!suspect!light.!!Further!factors!exacerbated!this!suspicion!of!individuality.!The!endless!mutability!of!the!term!‘suspect’!stretched!its!definition!beyond!anything!useful,!either!legally!or!practically,!but!its!ubiquity!was!a!universally!recognised!label!that!provided!instant!classification!for!anything!or!anyone!that!was!puzzling,!unusual!or!even!moderately!outside!the!strict!parameters!of!what!it!meant!to!be!a!good!patriot.!These!shifting!boundaries!and!definitions,!however,!meant!that!past!behaviours!could!be!analysed!retrospectively,!resulting!in!denunciations!based!on!recall!of!conversations!made!years!previously,!now!interpreted!and!understood!in!the!context!of!a!very!different!political!climate.!!!When!an!individual’s!reputation!was!on!trial,!the!significance!of!rumours!became!even!more!pronounced,!with!witnesses!referring!not!to!what!they!knew,!but!what!they!had!heard!about!the!accused.!But,!who!could!blame!them?!When!the!issue!at!stake!was,!as!in!the!case!of!Attiret,!one!of!collective!confidence!in!an!individual’s!reputation,!the!public!perception!of!the!individual’s!character!was!the!ultimate!deciding!factor.!In!such!cases,!the!slow!drip!of!accumulated!hearsay!and!innuendo!formed!a!formidable!body!of!evidence,!with!the!rumours!calling!in!to!existence!the!very!crime!for!which!the!suspect!is!on!trial.!!!
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And!here!is!yet!another!paradox!of!denunciation!culture!as!it!intensified!under!the!Terror:!despite!the!explicit!ways!of!establishing!and!demonstrating!one’s!political!credentials,!this!was!still!no!match!for!whispered!insinuations!and!slander!–!the!very!characteristics!of!Old!Regime!politicking!that!the!Revolutionaries,!with!their!emphasis!on!openness!and!transparency,!sought!to!dispel.!Furthermore,!in!acknowledging!these!rumours,!in!allowing!them!to!be!expressed!as!evidence,!such!a!culture!also!authenticated!them.!!
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Conclusion)!Rumours!thrive!in!periods!of!social!and!political!unrest.!As!scholars!of!rumour!have!identified,!the!combination!of!uncertainty!and!upheaval!and!a!demand!for!information!create!a!crucible!for!the!spread!of!unsubstantiated!news.!The!circumstances!in!the!French!Revolution!were!no!different.!Indeed,!cataclysmic!events!such!as!revolution,!war,!and!disaster!provoke!a!need!to!seek!and!share!information.!In!such!an!environment,!even!unconfirmed!reports!serve!a!purpose,!allowing!communities!to!explore,!give!voice!to!and!share!their!anxieties,!hopes!and!fears.!!However,!there!were!some!circumstances!particular!to!the!French!Revolution!that!made!those!living!through!it!particularly!susceptible!to!rumour.!The!rapid!growth!of!print,!addressing!a!much!wider!readership!than!before,!was!both!informative!yet!potentially!bewildering!–!even!misleading:!‘In!revolutions’,!Arthur!Young!grumbled,!‘one!rascal!writes!and!a!hundred!thousand!fools!believe.’1!If!only!it!were!that!simple,!however,!the!new!government!might!have!been!able!to!control!unsubstantiated!rumour!by!issuing!regular,!informative!decrees!and!official!publications.!!!That!they!could!not!was!due!to!several!reasons.!The!first!was!that,!despite!Young’s!reflections!on!the!power!of!the!printed!word,!news!was!conveyed!through!a!variety!of!media!and!came!from!different!sources:!print!might!have!had!a!larger!reach!than!before,!but!it!did!not!supplant!other!forms!of!communication,!such!as!the!spoken!word,!eyewitness!reports!or!personal!letters.!Consumers!of!print!culture,!even!those!new!to!it,!were!not!undiscerning,!and!displayed!an!ability!to!pass!judgement!and!offer!opinion!on!the!content!of!their!journals.!As!this!thesis!has!demonstrated,!when!it!came!to!the!transmission!of!news,!the!role!of!authority!was!not!a!fixed!one:!personal!anecdote!or!observation!might!at!any!time!supplant!an!official!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1!Arthur!Young,!Arthur&Young’s&Travels&in&France&during&the&years&1787,&1788,&1789!(London:!George!Bell!and!Sons,!1909),!p.!58.!
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report.!Trying!to!make!sense!of!these!many,!sometimes!conflicting,!sources!of!information!contributed!to!the!spread!of!rumour.!!Another!contributing!factor!was!that,!despite!official!efforts!to!do!so,!Revolutionary!ideology!did!not!sweep!clean!all!that!came!before!it.!Old!certainties!were!difficult!to!dislodge!when!faced!with!a!new!and!challenging!future.!It!was!perhaps!this!anxiety!that!made!individuals!reluctant!to!relinquish!what!they!knew,!relying!on!the!word!of!a!friend,!neighbour!or!other!trusted!source.!Among!these!was!a!preVexisting,!collective!folk!memory,!comprising!oral!and!personal!histories,!and!providing!a!collection!of!familiar!narratives!that!could!be!adapted!to!explain!and!interpret!contemporary!events.!These!narratives!included!easily!identifiable!tropes!and!recognisable!themes,!which!had!their!antecedents!under!the!Old!Regime,!but!which!could!be!easily!adapted!to!suit!Revolutionary!circumstances.!Thus!preVexisting!popular!narratives!about,!for!example,!greedy!speculators,!degenerate!aristocrats!or!treacherous!females!were!integrated!into!present!conversations,!which!were!validated!by!historical!precedents,!themselves!seemingly!validated!in!turn!by!interpretations!of!contemporary!events.!!A!third!element,!which!contributed!not!only!to!the!spread!of!rumour,!but!also!the!content!of!many!rumours,!and!the!fear!of!rumour!itself,!lay!within!the!government.!The!fear!of!conspiracy!–!what!Timothy!Tackett!has!described!as!a!conspiracy!obsession!–&that!was!at!the!heart!of!much!Jacobin!rhetoric&led!the!Revolutionaries!to!view!rumour!with!great!suspicion,!while,&paradoxically!encouraging!its!spread.2&Reports!of!conspiracies,!both!real!and!imagined,!were!a!regular!feature!of!Revolutionary!discourse,!and!were!transmitted!to!the!public!through!a!variety!of!channels!–!through!speeches,!official!documents,!and!through!the!press.!The!rhetoric!of!conspiracy,!with!its!reliance!on!plots!and!subterfuge,!on!‘unmasking’!of!‘false!patriots’,!influenced!public!discourse,!reaching!individuals!at!all!levels!of!society.!The!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2!Timothy!Tackett,!‘Conspiracy!Obsession!in!a!Time!of!Revolution:!French!Elites!and!the!Origins!of!the!Terror,!1789–1792,’!American&Historical&Review,!vol.!105,!no.!3!(June,!2000).!
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result!was!an!atmosphere!of!anxiety!to!the!point!of!paranoia,!in!which!rumour!was!able!to!flourish.!!The!authorities,!however,!viewed!the!existence!of!rumour!with!suspicion.!Having!encouraged!its!people!to!be!vigilant,!suspecting!plots!and!conspiracies!at!every!turn,!that!they!did!so!was!seen!as!a!sign!of!waning!confidence!in!the!success!of!the!Revolution.!This!undermining!of!public!confidence!–!of!l’esprit&public!–!through!insinuated!reports!of!the!Republic’s!failings,!was!seen!as!a!powerful!weapon!in!the!counterVrevolutionary’s!armoury.!Ironically,!the!government’s!evidence!of!the!dangerous!power!of!rumour!came!from!their!own!circles:!many!of!the!revolution’s!key!figures!used!rumour!to!undermine!and!bring!down!their!enemies.!!!Despite!attempts!to!introduce!a!system!to!monitor,!identify!and!catalogue!Revolutionary!activity!through!the!introduction!of!passports!and!other!certificates,!these!still!relied!on!community!networks!and!personal!attestations,!beneath!which!an!undercurrent!of!on&dit!and!rumour!might!still!be!detected.!At!the!height!of!the!Terror,!rumour!played!an!unexpected!–!albeit!unacknowledged!–!role!in!denunciations.!This,!again,!had!been!facilitated!by!the!authorities,!who!made!surveillance!and!observation!of!one’s!fellow!citizens!not!only!a!virtue!but!also!a!public!duty.!This!ensuing!culture!of!denunciation!actively!encouraged!individuals!to!seek!out!and!identify!suspect!behaviour.!The!definition!of!‘suspect’!had!shed!any!meaningful!legal!parameters,!and!therefore!what!constituted!suspicious!behaviour!was!open!to!a!wide!range!of!interpretations,!vulnerable!to!innuendo!and!the!weight!of!popular!opinion,!expressed!by!the!ambiguous!phrase!on&dit.&&Just&as!Morellet!had!warned,!on&dit!represented!a!metaphorical!but!unattributed!consensus!of!opinion;!under!the!Terror!it!could!be!used!as!proof!of!guilt.3!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!3!Abbé!André!Morellet,!‘Remarques!Philosophiques!grammaticoVmorales!sur!la!particule!ON’,!Mélanges&de&littérature&et&de&philosophie&du&18ème&siècle,!vol.!IV!(Paris:!1818).!!
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Despite!the!authorities’!attempts!to!monitor!and!control!rumour,!it!was!complicit!in!creating!an!atmosphere!in!which!rumour!thrived.!That!it!did!so!represented!a!failure!of!the!government’s!agenda!on!several!levels.!Firstly,!it!proved!that!despite!the!publication!of!government!decrees,!and!of!the!efforts!of!the!press,!there!was!still!an!‘unofficial’!current!of!news!and!exchange!of!ideas!over!which!the!authorities!have!no!control.!The!very!presence!of!this!‘underground’!channel!of!information!was!proof!that!official!sources!of!news!have!been!unsuccessful!in!claiming!the!minds!of!the!people;!that!despite!official!efforts!to!educate!and!inform,!individuals!and!communities!continued!to!seek!their!information!from!and!put!their!trust!in!different!sources.!There!is!evidence!to!suggest!that!this!was!in!part!due!to!cynicism!or!distrust!in!official!discourse,!but!this!was!not!the!only!reason!why!the!authorities!might!be!concerned!about!rumour.!Rumour!and!innuendo!are!arguably!Old!Regime!tactics,!and!therefore!had!no!place!in!an!open!and!enlightened!Republic;!that!rumour!continued!to!exert!its!influence!suggested!uncomfortable!comparisons!between!the!two!regimes.!!The!scope!of!this!thesis,!both!chronologically!and!thematically,!did!not!allow!an!investigation!of!the!role!of!rumour!following!the!fall!of!Robespierre!and!beyond!but!some!initial!observations!can!be!made.!The!end!of!the!Terror!did!not!end!the!spread!of!specific!rumours,!nor!the!role!of!rumour!as!a!general!phenomenon.!The!content!changed!to!reflect!contemporary!anxieties:!the!rumours!that!arose!during!the!Thermidorian!reaction,!for!example,!related!to!accounts!of!Jacobin!atrocities!in!the!Vendée.!These,!again,!built!on!a!series!of!tropes,!which!were!readily!absorbed!into!a!collective!folk!‘memory’,!creating!their!own!narrative.!As!Bronislaw!Baczko!argues!in!Ending&the&
Terror,!the!spread!of!these!accounts!was!a!result!of!collective!trauma.4!In!the!sharing!and!telling,!they!represented!an!attempt!to!work!through!and!purge!the!experience,!a!collective!way!of!making!sense!of!the!unthinkable.!That!these!accounts!evolved!and!became!exaggerated!in!the!telling,!and!which!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4!Bronislaw!Baczko,!Ending&the&Terror:&The&French&Revolution&After&Robespierre,!trans.!Michel!Petheram!(Cambridge:!Cambridge!University!Press,!1989).!!!
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features!were!retained!and!enhanced,!provides!scope!for!further!investigation.!Accounts!of!‘Republican!weddings’!and!baignades!shaped!and!were!shaped!by!popular!perceptions!of!Jacobins!as!buveurs&de&sang!and!
cannibales;!as!such!they!not!only!provided!an!outlet!for!a!working!through!of!collective!trauma,!but!a!reframing!of!recent!history.!!The!way!in!which!atrocities!are!recollected!in!nineteenthVcentury!memoirs!of!the!Terror!supports!the!idea!that!recounting!and!narrating!is!a!means!of!making!sense!of!trauma.!However,!many!of!these!memoirs!reveal!the!influence!of!a!‘folk’!memory!rather!than!personal!recollection!or!archival!evidence;!that!is!to!say,!in!many!of!these!memoirs,!rumoured!accounts!of!events!have!not!only!been!accepted!as!true,!they!have!been!integrated!into!personal!histories.!Ronald!Schechter!unpicks!nineteenthVcentury!accounts!of!the!bals&des&victimes!–!the!legendary!dances!allegedly!held!during!the!Thermidorian!reaction!to!which!only!those!who!had!lost!a!close!relative!to!the!guillotine!were!accepted!–!to!reveal!they!are!entirely!absent!from!contemporary!records.5!The!elaborate!descriptions!of!grotesque!rituals!recalled!nearly!thirty!years!later!are!informed,!he!reveals,!by!a!variety!of!sources,!including!the!authors’!own!traumatic!memories,!as!well!as!by!the!Gothic!sensibility!of!the!period.!And!yet!references!to!bals&des&victimes!continue!to!appear!as!a!matter!of!historical!record.6!As!a!symbol!of!a!society!recently!woken!from!a!nightmare!perhaps!it!is!too!potent!to!discard.!!!!Such!historical!detective!work!allows!us!to!reflect!upon!the!relationship!between!rumour,!shared!narratives!and!personal!recollection,!and!to!consider!the!extent!to!which!they!might!shape!our!own!writing!of!history.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5!Ronald!Schechter,!‘Gothic!Thermidor:!The!Bals&des&victimes,!the!Fantastic,!and!the!Production!of!Historical!Knowledge!in!PostVTerror!France’,!Representations,!no.!61,!Special!Issue:!Practices!of!Enlightenment!(Winter,!1998).!!6!François!Gendron,!The&Gilded&Youth&of&Thermidor,!trans.!James!Cookson!(Montreal!and!Kingston:!McGillVQueen’s!University!Press,!1993),!p.!31!does!not!refer!directly!to!a!source,!but!appears!to!draw!on!the!account!described!in!the!1824!memoir!of!the!Comte!de!Ségur,!supporting!Schechter’s!argument.!
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Archives(!
Archives(Nationales((AN)(!I!have!consulted!material!from!the!following!series!in!the!Archives!Nationales!de!France:!!F7!(Police!générale)!W!(Juridictions!extraordinaires)!AF!II!(Pouvoir!exécutif)!!AA!(Collections!de!lettres!et!pièces!divers)!!C!(Assemblées!Nationales)!!F1!(Police!Surveillance)!!
Archives(de(la(Préfecture(de(Police(de(Paris((APP)(
(At!the!Archives!de!la!Préfecture!de!Police!de!Paris,!the!following!unpublished!inventories!provided!useful!information!over!and!above!that!of!an!index:!!!
Documents*à*Consulter*pour*l’histoire*de*la*Révolution*Française:*Répertoire*
Chronologique.*!
Inventaire*des*Archives*de*la*Préfecture*de*Police.*!
Registre*de*Police*ou*d’Internement*des*Prisons.*
*The!majority!of!the!samples!in!this!thesis!came!from!series!!AA!48P266!ProcèsPverbaux!des!commissaires!de!police!des!sections!de!Paris,!focussing!on!1792P4,!and!including!the!following!sections:!!Amis!de!la!Patrie!Arsenal!Arcis!
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Butte!des!Moulins!!Droits!de!l’Homme!Fidélité!Fontaine!de!Grenelle!Muséum!Panthéon!Piques!QuinzePVingts!Temple!Tuileries!!
Bibliothèque(Historique(de(la(Ville(de(Paris((BHVP)((
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Bibliothèque(Nationale(de(France((BN)(
(
French(Revolution(Collection,(John(Rylands(Library,(University(of(
Manchester(
(
French(Revolution(Collection,(J.B.(Morrell(Library,(University(of(York(
(
Digital(archives(!Stanford!University!Libraries!and!the!Bibliothèque!nationale!de!France.!
French*Revolution*Digital*Archive.!http://frda.stanford.edu.!!‘Imaging!the!French!Revolution’,!American*Historical*Review!vol.!110,!no.!1!(Feb.!2005).!http://chnm.gmu.edu/revolution/imaging/home.html!!!
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*
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(
Other(printed(primary(sources(
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Anonymous.*‘A*conversation,*supposed*to*have*passed*since*the*beginning*of*
the*month*of*December*1792:*between*Thomas*Paine,*Marat,*Pétion,*
Dumouriez,*and*Roland;*in*which*the*views*of*France*upon*this*country*are*
somewhat*developed.’*London:!John!Bell,!1793.!
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